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I said, • How can you be a buyer and seller majority of the growers, if not all Gf them, who
both l' And he said, 'They are different tried tha.t co-operation, were very well satisfied.
departments.'
I said, "What does it mat- My experience at Home was, that while it is a
ter if there are fifty departments, if you are splendid idea, alId I think it will work well, that
head of them a1l1' And he said, ' Our the growers at Home would send con&ignments
managers come here and compete ill the open of one case, and two cases of one variety, with a
market.'
I said. (\-Vllo knocks down to particular mark on them. I suggest that no.
them l' But I was so disgusted at the man's grower should send less than ten cases of one
blindness to business ethics that I did not go variety and one grade. If a grower can send and
any further."
keep up to that, he maintains his individual
2642. Wllat do yon say regarding that 1~Wel1, interest, and the ten cases can be sold in the
I went to the auctioneers, and questioned them market without expense and trouble; but consignabout their stores, and their answer was that they ments of one, two, and three cases of Gne parsell the fruit consigned to them 011 the same com- Mcular brand cause a good deal of tl'ouble as soon
as they land on the London docks. One ca&6, say,
mission, and the grower gets the same results.
has then to be kept by itself when it gets to the
2643. By the Ghairrnan.-Would there be any warehouse. You would be surprised to knDw the
chance of their pulling your leg at a1l1--0h, prn- 'small number of parcels there are under ten cases.
ba bly there was.
Where men can only send ten caseS! they can cooperate bet.ter.
I do. not know whether the
I nnch adjo1l1"lI/ln~·nt.
system of co-operation will work out well
generally, although it did in Doncaster. My experience has been only with regard to the soft
fruits Dversea. In the fruit I am handling there
John Tully, further examined.
is always bought fruit. I have never sent apples
2644. By the Ghairmr6'n.-You were talking f,o to England, but just f>hipments of pears. It
Mr. Hogan when we adjourned about the question worked well in Doncaster, and we will try it
of marketing-. I want to read you an extract again. If a man can pack up ten cases of one
from t.he evidence in connexion with a statement particular brand, and more, I believe he will remade by Mr. George Griffiths, fruit-grower, ceive justice at Home.
Somerville, Victoria. It is Question 1328.2649. You say that a man should send his fruit
[Read the f!7J£dence.l-When you'were Home, did consignments-do you mean he should do it himyou go and see the German market ~-Yes. the self through agents 1-It is practically all done
Hamburg market.
thrDugh agents in Victoria.
2645. Do you bear out the statement that the
2650. Would not the co-operative system hurt
treatment ill Hamburg was better than in Lon- the individual growers 1-It might a little, but
don 1-The Hamburg market is, to my mind, more not very much.
up-to-date; that is, in regard to tl](~ facilities for
2651. It would a little1-Well, it might .
.handling fruit .. The fr.uit is sold by auction, in
2652. By l11r. RO~t!7et.-vVould ther'e be any
practically the same way as it is done in London; other advantage in cD.operation ~-Take a district
that is, as far as the auctioneering part of it is like ·OUrs. There are some men who are growing
concerned, The whole question will depend upon fruit. We know that in the export business, besupply and demand as to prices. The day I was cause we practically grow pears. There are some
in Hamburg prices came down very low owin(!' to men who would not have sent that fruit along had
its being the bil4gest market they ever IUH1., as re- th(O;y not known it would have been packed for
gards t,he quantity offered for sale.
them. They were told that it would be packed,
2646. Have you any recommendations to make and they saJd, (( Oh, well, I will send fifty cases."
in connexion with placing our fruit upon the We got good prices in the Home market.
London market ~-I have made quite a number
2653. B?! the Ohai1·man.-Do you think the
of recommendat.ions in my report dealing with State could assist you in any way in financial
the fruit here ill regard to picking, grading, and
ma.tters, and by providing for forms of agencies
. marking, I recommend the Victorian growers to
for you, and seeing that you got a full return for
get a suitable man in :{ljngland to look over their
YDur fruit ~-When I was in England, I saw the
fruit at the other end, a man to whom the IlTeat
Agent-General, and told him that I thought that,
bulk of the fruit would be consigned. The TascOllSldering the quantity of fruit which left Ausmanian growers have a representa,tive who. has a
t.ralia, we ought to have better facilities, and that
control of a [lreat part, I think of the whole, of
their fruit. The Fruit. Growers Association also the Government might help. I also pointed out
have 'a representative in London, and the South that if the four Af:\'ents-General would combine
they ought to be able to get better facilities than
Australian Government send over a representative,
at present afforded at Covent Garden Market.
Major Norton, who looks after their £l·uit. These Iaresuggested
that a site should be procured on the
representatives alsO have a certain control with Thames. Near 'WaterlDQ\ Bridge, I was shDwn a
regard to .the German market.
site where a landing might be made, and where all
. 2647. Have you given any attention to the tlle fruit coming from Australia might be taken
American Co-operative system of marketing up the l'iver in barges, whereby it would have les~
fruits 1-Very little. I know very little of the handling than it would by rail. It would be
American system.
I
sorted and stacked ready for sale in sheds right
2648.. If you «an make any suggestions in re- on the river, and not mGved until sold.
gard to. the Gperations of fruit-growers here in It would save the expense o.f vans in
the way of bringing the fruit to the consumer we getting it into the market. . That is ho:v
will be glad to hear you 1-=You refer to the pick- it is done in Hamburg. It is never removed untIl
ing sheds, I presume. At Doncaster last year, it is sold. The buyers give us their samples and
we co-operated, and the fruit was sent to Eng· mark their catalogue,s; that is at Hamburg. The
land under the brand of the store.
A record auction room is a mile distant, where they sell the
was kept of the grower&' fruit, the prices it fruit. There is no more handling until it is sold.
brought, and so on, in.England, under the brand You cannot do that, in London very well, because
of the particular cool store.
I believe the the Tilbury DDcks are 20 miles distant. I should
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say that with the help of the Government officials
and the representatives of the fruit-growers, what
I suggest might be done, and the Covent 9arden
Market might be secured. If this siding was on
the river up ,there in the heart of London, and
sheds were there for stacking the fruit, it might
be sold in Covent Garden. That was the idea I
put before Mr, McBride. The Government might
help us in regard to fruit shows, as the South
Australian Government did last year, 1 visited,
in conjunction with }\{Iajor Norton, some provincial shows. \Ve were represented at ,a grocer:»'
show, a,nd a notice was put up that this· fruit
could be bought 'at certain shops in the town. 1
have advised the growers that in regard to every
shipment of fruit which leaves here a cable should
be sent home to a responsible party, stating the
number of cases of fruit on the particular boat,
and a rough idea of its different classes. This year
we shipped four different classes. A private pf'rson can send a week-end cable for 18s. If the
Government could selid such a cable with each
shipment it would be given to the agents interested. 'When I was in London 1 could not
ascertain until the actual arrival of the boat in
many cases, or at least until two or three days
hefore it came in, what was rea,lly on board. Because, of this state of affairs the agents were hesitating as to whether to keep or to sell what was
on hand. If they knew a boat was coming in
with a full shipment they could sen, or otherwise
they could hold. Here in Victoria we, the Central Fruit-growers Association, ale very strong
on the point of having as little handling of the
fruit, and in getting it as direct to the ship, as
possible .. We believe in getting it inspected at
the station where it leaves, and 'then getting, a.
certificate so that it may go right. throngh to the
ship's side. There is no doubt that the export of
fruit .here to-day is suffering through exces3ive
handling, and anything that may tend to
lessen tl)at will be in. the interests of the
grower, even though it may cost a little
more to inspect the fruit at the country
stations that little extra expense would be
money well spent in saving, handling, and expediting the transit of fruit. 1 maintain that in r'lgard
to the 'Opening of fruit that if an inspector is in
a certain district he gets to know a man's brand.
That being so, why should he be persistently: opening the' cases 1~You break the b'Oards III doing so,
n,rl sometimes, canllot get the fruit back properly.
In London, when a case is broken open, it is caned
a sample case, and the buyer on. that account
. wants it. for a little less, Any inspector will tell
y'OU that. there are a few growers he has to watch,
but that as to the bulk of the growers he has
never condemned a line of fruit for years past.
Still, according to the law, he must open it. 1
think he should use his. discr~tion, and that while
he might occasionally open a case of fruit to show
'he is not overlooking his duty altogether, he need
not continually do it. With regard to the fruit
we sent from D'Oncaster, the Government sent out
an ilispector, who examined it at our shed where
it was packed. He said" Yes, that is all right,"
gave us a certificate, and it went right through on
to the market. There should be as little branding
as possible on the cases. Just now the Govern"::
ment seem to think that there are certain forms
and notrees that sh'Onld be filled up. It is almost
impossible for the grower to send notice, to the
Government, or anyone else, when they intend to
ship a certain number of caS€s on a certaiu boat-veTY 'Often they do not kn9w themselves .until the
last minute. Take the New Zealand business (and
there are a number of growers who ship direct
to New Zealand). We have no agents, but of late

years the Government have given us a number of
papers t'O fill in and quite a number of growers
in our own district have had to give it up.
I
have, in addition to the ordinary bill of lading,
to provide a 110~ice of intention, a certificate on
New Zealand, and then the export entries. There
are seven papers to be sent in, in order to get a
few cases away. The Government should make
this as simple as possible, in order to enable the
growers to do without the middle man. We ean
get agents in Melbourne who will fill these papers
in for us. When 1 approach the Government
officials at the Customs they always receive me
kindly, and they dispense with quite a number of
papers which we had to fill in.
2654. You want the Government to give you
assistance to fill in these papers 1-No, but to give
us as few papers t'O fill in as possible.
2655. By Mr: RO~tget.-To simplify iU-Yes.
1 have a notice that I have t'O fill in and hand to
a gentleman there. 1 have to go there with the
fruit and he is there to inspect it, Of what use
the paper is 1 cannot say. If he is not there, 1
have to go and hunt him up at the office; but he
always is there at the New Zealand boat inspecting the fruit. I am not going to do the colony
any injury. If I ship 100 cases, 10 cases, or 50.
The more fruit that goes out of the ~ountry the
hetter, in my opinion.
.
2656, By the Ohai,·man.-You have, I suppose,
found t.he officers courteous to you 1-Yes.
2657. Bif JJlr. Hoqari.-l suppose you know
that there' are some growers wh'O find it very difficult to fin in those papers 1-Yes.
2658. Would it be possible to get these Government inspectors to fill in the papers for them 1-1
should think so.
2659. By the Oha'irman.-What you mean is,
that the papers have to be filled in whenever you ..
intend to bring in fruit for export 1-That is one
notice. 1 think the official there might receive
from you what is called the export notice, which
you have to fill in and send to the Customs' 'Officer.
2660. That does not affect our Agricultural Department, it is the, Commonwealt·h that is d'Oing
that,1-The whole of the export is under the Commonwealth, ilP to a certain point. Tw'O or three
of my neighbours gave up sending fruit to New
Zealand, because of the multiplicity of these
papers.
2661. By Mr. lIo,qan,:-;-1 suppose you know
that there aTe a number" o,f growers who are abl~
to .gr'Ow fruit, but who, a'~ the same time, are not
expert penmen 1-N'Ot expert clerical men .
12662. They are absolutely "outed " when they
have to fill up paper!\1-They are.
2663. By the Ohairmon.-I am informed by the
officer of the Department that s'Ome of these
papers you have to fill in are in the main demanded by the country to which you are exporting,1-Yes, one pape'r is.
2664. New Zealand ~-That cannot be avoided ~
-No.
2665~ By the Ohairman.--How many papers do'
you say have to be filled in altogether ~-We have
our bill of lading, our notice 'Of intention, there
is another paper which has just recently removed
-1 do not. know what it is called-then there is
this New Zealand paper. There is, 1 am told, also
::..nother paper, but 1 do not know what it is. 1
·have to post also two export entries,
2666: That is seven altogether 1-A new paper
has come in this year.
1 have been doing very
little shipping to New Zealand, and the officials
hiwe filled it in for me.
2667. By the Ohairmon.,-You might even put
aU that into one paper, and yet it might be as
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complicated as the present method 1-If there was
a chance of my evading duty it would be different. I have to get a certificate from the Government officers.
There is another paper that
has to be sent: that is the inspector's certificat e.
2668. 'Are you in favour of grading the fruit,
and putting the marks on the case ?-Yes.
2669. In the case you quoted with regard to
the sample case, the buyer evide:p.tly relied on the
fact that the fruit would be uniform throughout ~
- Y ~s. In my report, I gave my opinion about
gradIng "one,"" two," and "three" are the
sample grades. I also referred t.o the sample
brands.
2670;' Do you beli'eve in the name of the grower
?,ppean.ng on th~ cas~1-Yes, and the variety he
IS sendmg-I thmk It ought t,o have the sample
mark. There are four things necessary: the name
of the man it is going to, the name of the man
whose fruit it is,. the name of the fruit, and the
grade. There should be as few letters as possible.
and t~ose letters should be large. All t,his would
save tIme and 1088 to t·he grower. The consignor'S
mark should be put on most distinctly. Then, as
soon as it comes t.o the docks it is divided up.
2671. Do you believe in t,hat for export t.o the
other States as well as abroad 1-Yes. it must have
the name of the person it is going to on it. As
far as New South 'Vales and Brisbane are concerned, they have never asked for our name on
o?r eases untH this year. 1 do not object to puttmg
name on my cases, but the less pencilling
there IS. the better, the less time will be lost. We
used to put the name of the man it is going to
the name of the fruit, and the grade on.
'
2672. Do you believe in that system bein!>
?,pplied to local markets 1-No, I am opposed fu
It locally, because we metropolitan growers use
~con.d-ha~d cases repeatedly. My waggon comes
In WIth. nmety cases, it is sold, the buyer goes
home WIth the cases, and brings them back empty.
To have to get every man's case separately marked
woul~ be a lot of bother and no gain.
I am
speakmg of the metropolitan men who sell their
own fruit locally.
2673. Some of the men do brand their cases for
the local marke·t 1-1 have never heard of it.
,267~. One apple-grower here yesterday said so,
Captam Jones 1-1 do not think he comes to the
local market and sells.
. a675. He ~ys whatever he sells has not exactly
hIS nan;e ~:)ll It, but his brand ~-He does not cart
the fruIt m, as we do on our waggons, and sell it
locally.
2676; Are you in favour of the registered brand
appeanng on cases for export ~-I am not afraid
of my nam? going on. My name goes on every
ca~e that goes to Sydney now, but it did not'till
thIS year. 1 think it used to be done some years
ago.
267~. Have you any other recommendations to
make m reg~rd to marketing or pre-cooTing 1The pre-coolmg could be done with soft fruits
only. I am goi'ng to say it would not he better
~or apples. I, myself, fail to sef;: what advantage
It would be. It would be extra bandling· it is
not necessary with applell.
. ,
2678. You believe in it for other fruits except
apples ?........,For soft fruits, yes.
2679. Can you suggest anything in connexion
wit·h the Victoria Market 1-1 have marketed
there for twenty-five years, but have not been
there for the last ten years to sell fruit myself.
My waggoIl goes there three days a ,week.
2680. By the :Chairman.-Now 1-Now; it will
be there to-morrow morning. ..
'
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2681. By Mr. Hagan.-Can you make any re- commendations in the interests of the growers or
the consumers there 1-W e want more room. J
beli'eve you have a central site into which a railway sid'iug might be sent, up Spencer-street or
from North Melbourne. The grade might be a
little bit steep, but the quantity of fruit does not
need a big truck, I believe the whole of t,he
fruit could be sent there to the present site.
2682. It could be done underground 1-1 am
not an expert in that regard, but I believe it,
could be done.
2683. By Mr. Hogan.-Have you a stand in the
market, or on the street 1-In the market.
2684. By tlte Cha.i7·man.-Under caved-YES.
2685. What do you pay for that 1-0ne pound
a quarter.
2686. Yon have a pre-emptive right to it, no
one can touch it ?-No.
2687. Have you any recommendations to make
from a hygienic point of view?-The sheds are
rather too eloise. The market was built in the old
time when people used to drive two-wheeled
vehicles. Now, our horses' heads stand outside
the -market. I do not see any reason why the
market should not be extended, provided there is
sufficient ground available. I do not know that
the sheds might not be extended to seven sheds
where now there is eight. 'The only covered-in
market I have been in was in Edinburgh, but, it
was not a very large market. Covent Garden, of
course, is a great part in the open; and the
market in Hamburg has a large proportion in the
open, without any shed at all. I am not talking
of the big export market, but of the metropolitan
markets. It is easy to' talk about putting up a
market and taking your horses away to a stable;
but 1 think you will find that in the centre of the
city, where you want a market, and where land is
valuable, if you' are going to provide stabling accommodation, you will be putting a tax on your
producers, who will have to pay for it. There are
u great many of llS who go into the local market
with our 110rses. We are only in there sometimes
half-an-holl.l'; we have a bit of fruit that has been
ordered, and the rest of our load may be for the
pm fa.ctory, or may have to be delivered somewhere else. We get in there at 4 o'clock in the
-morning, and perhaps at half-past 5 or·6 o'clock
we may want to get out. I have heard some remark about an ideal thing, but an ideal thing
rMy be very expensive. If we are going to make
a living at, our occupation we will have to make
the consumer pay, sooner or later, sufficient for
our prod:.lr;;~ to enable us to do so. Therefore, you
want to mak;e the expenses at the market, with all
due consideration for the health stand-point, as
economical as possible. Sydney has a covered-in
market, but I do not think it has been a success.
I went· into it at 10 o'clock in the morning, When
the sun was coming out brightly, and I thought it
was very stuffy. I do not see why in the Victoria
Market, if the frontage to Elizabeth-street was
high enough, and the City Council provided sufficient water-carts on the hot days, a great deal of
the dust might not be kept down. A great many
of the _ difficulties referred to here might be
obviated without resorting to the removal of the
whole of the horses and the covering over of the
market. The sheds might be extended. A market
must be in the middle of a city, and, therefore,
space is an item. 1 have a stand 112 feet wide.
An ideal stand might be, perhaps, 25 feet wide ;
but I would have to pay for that. I have to take
in big loads of fruit. My man takes in 80 or 90
bushels a day, and perhaps more room would ba
better for him, but he makes it do.
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2088',
connexiOil will this matter, you beard
upkeep it'was decided to sell the apples, and
the statement made by one of the inspectors that
credit the amount to the institution.
The
the ,C011ditions should be improved by the City
net returiI was 2s. 4d. per case, witl)Out chargCouncil itself V-I presume it will be the con!lcil
ing for the labour of picking, grading, packthat will ma.ke the improYQments, if we get t·hem,
ing, and carting. Mr. Carmichael, Minister
2689" Do you !l(,>t think £4 a year should proof Education, says the quality of the, apples
vide yon with plellty of accommodation ?-With
was such that no doubt they brought from
the business I do. I do not know that I would
Is. to 28. a dozen relail, yet the returns to
be jllstified in expecting more for the money I
the 'Department as grower was less than 2id.
lmve to pay. In every market I have to do with
per dozen.
(I ha,ve deter.i'nined,' he said,
I have found that there are certain stands which
to make an experiment, to see whether,' by
are suppooed to be better than others. I have
eliminating the middle man, the 'conSll'mer
stood in several stands in the market, aud have
cannot reap the advantage of cheap fruit.
always been satisfied with them, and have got a
I propose to get into direct. touch with the
g'ood
for my fruit. There are two markets,
buying public, and have arrimged. that cases
Most of the
Queen-street is between them.
of apples will be delivered to t.he door ('f
buyers get their carts in betwee,ll these two mara.IlY applicant within railway delivery limits
kets, because 'they can deal 011 either side. If
at an, inclusive cost of 58. for nrSt-grade
the buyers' carts 'were forced to go round the
apples, aud 4s. for secolld quality,
I .will
markets it would make some of the stands that
watch 'this experiment with close 'attention,
are now looked upon as poor stands ll}.ore profor if it be successfl,] t,here is no reason w]1\'
mine'llt. I suggest that the buyers' carts should
it caimot he generally extended.'''
'
be forced out of Queen-street, except a single lille
2699A. Would you be in favour of the growers
They would then come into contact
of carts.
with SOllle of those stands that are now ill isolated getting in touch with t.hecollsumers from t.he disThat would' spread the huyers,
Thc tricts without. the intervention of the middlemen
places.
best; st'auds are always close to where the buyers of that; description ?......As directly as pcssible. But
are. It would be better if something could he I find in my district we have pretty well enough
to do to ,grade our fruit and look aft.er it there,
done to force the caTts around the markets.
This year ,a
came to my place to lay
2690. Peel-street 1-Peel-street, yes.
scheme of providing it Inau to
2690A. You think that it might be improyed, before me <t
at the. orchard. He went to
but that that position is a pretty good one, that do the whole
it might be improved in the interests of the pub- a, lot of ,expense. n was in the cherry season
when cherries were dear. He wellt off with: his
lic 1-1 have a very decent stand there.
2691. But still you think the growers' interests nrst consignmeut of 36 boxes to be delivered.
would be b~tter served by all alterat,ioll ~-The The next day he wrote, and said that a great
market is not big enough for the amollllt" of busi- many of 1;]lOse who ,had ordered cases would nolless done there; they want more room.
There take them. The next day he wrote again, and
will always De those who have a better stand than said it was such a loss, that he would not be able
i~ up
others, because of the site they occupy being nearer to go on with it, although he would not
for
ever.
There
is
no
doubt
there
is
a
big
difto where the buyers ~ome in <tnd go out.
2692. But a cOl1sidel'able amount of that land ference between the price we get and the price
has buildings on it, for other purposes than those paid ~y the consumer. One great thing we, desire
of a market 1-Do you mean the site of the i~ that theFe shall be barrows on the streets under
proper restriction. vVe propounded a scheme to
rilarket now 1
the City Gou,nc,il some .years ago, whe-n they took
2693. The front of Ehzabtith-street and the the baTfows from Swanston-street.
It was a
front of Victoria-street,
A very large propor- workable scheme that would have
the public
,tion- of that stand is occupied by businesses other ~ood, cheap fruit, -but it waS.never adopted. Ont',
than those· connected with marketing 1-\Vherever' ;;cheme was to have a limited number of licensed
it would be possible to let those l;laces directly barrows, the proprietors of, which should pay so
for- produce purposes it would he a great boon to much a
and also to have a limited number
the market, because they prott)ct the market from of inspectorS who pould plit bad ma.rks against
the north wind. That is a· very important con- any barrow man for anything in the shape of dis~
sideration, provided there is llnough land further honesty or misbehaviour.
Men having those
back to build the market· on.
marks against them could he sent off the streets,
2694. You do not want to bum down the house and there would be plenty of others anxious to
every 'time you want to roast the pig. YOll would get their barrows.
When I was in Adelaide
not throwaway a lot of valuable land for the twelve months ago you wOllId, see barrow men
purpose of getting proteetion from the north wind, there in Rundle-street that would be a credit to
by throwing down buildings
a single wali any stl'eet. The men had white aprons on, and
would do it 1-That is right.
were sellin!! the best of fruit at a reasonable price.
2695. How about your prices for fruit ~-They Here- in Melbourne the barrow men are good cusare satisfactory as far as I am concerned.
tomers to us, and with proper supervision there
2696. Do you sell your fruit by the case 1- are sites in Melbourne where they could be pla,ce i
Yes,
with no interference to the public traffic. I main2697. In the ordinary bushel case 1-Yes.
tain that the streets are for the pu:t>lic, a.nd if
2698. Do you' ever find allY of your fruit re· there,is ,<1. demand for those barrows to be on the
packed 1-1 have never known it to he absolutely, streets that demand should he supplied.
2699. Did you notice this paragraph in this
2700. On the question of barrows, 'do you think
paper:with eo-operation among the fruit-growers you
"Ohea.p Fruit.-A New'South Wales E'xperi'llumt. could bring yourself into direct touch with 'the
buyers without going to the market at all t-T
Sydney , Tuesday.
have thought we would be able- to do that. We
At the Mittagong Farm Home for Boys tried co-operation a few years ago, but it failed:
there was a crop of nearly 2,000 cases, of Co-operation on something like these lines is being
apples, and in order 'to lessen the cost of tried now, and is 'succeeding fairly well.
I
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2701. You can co-operate to the ,extent of
putting, your ·fruit in cool storl}.
There is a
paragraph,.in the Arg1ts of the 27th February
somewhat cognate to this matter:-

,John'Tuti,.

:lm

~Iarch,

1915.

has been selling exceptionally well, pea?heS par·
ticulal'ly; it has been selling' at £13 or £16 11
tou wholesale. At that price I do not know thaG
we need to do any exporting.
2709. In regard to t.he cooling at the co(/ Co-opera,tive .Jam Factory. - S1~[Jar-gr01QerS' operative stores, in addition to that, do you
Proposal.
think it would be advisable to establish canning
Brisbane, Friday.
and bottling factories at their cool stores 1-1 have
At a meeting of the council of the Aus- not, had sufficient experience to advise men to do
tralian Sugar Producers it was resolved by that. At present we have not tackled it.
2710. It would mean an addit,ional market for
the association, in view of the hostile attitude
of the southern jam manufactu~ers towards you 1-It would, but I am not sufficiently in touch
the Queensland sugar industry, that an effort with .it to be able to say anyt.hing about it.
2711. How about the jam factories 1-They
should 00 made to establish a large cooperative jam factory in Tasmania or Vic- have always treated me welL They have taken
toria, iIi which the shares should be held by a big lot of fruit from me eVflry year.
2712. What quality of fmit flo they take 1the fruit-growers and sugar producers."
Just now, mostly pears.
270lA. Do you not, think it wohld be a good
2713. What· quality 1~A very good qualit,y;
plan to try and co-operate with those people to
they demand a perfect fruit for canning. If a
try and get that facto,ry ~stabJished here1-We
pear is a litt.le deformed or not up to size t11CY
believe if we could get the, sngar at the price we
will not t,ake it.
They are very particular as
ought to get it at we would be able to produce
to the fruit they get from me. They have been
0111' jam at a price which would bring in a bigger
giving me during the last few years froUl ld. to
demand. I do not know in what 'way this refers
to the southern jam factories. I have no interest l~d. per lb. for pears.
2713A. There should be no qnestion in the price
in any jam factory. My dealings with the jam
of jam at that rate 1-They have been paying for
factories of Melbourne have always been satisplums double what they used t,o pay. Apricots
faCtOry.
also, and raspberries, too, I think, have been ex·
2702. As a prominent representative man in ceptionally dear.
your district, if you were to bring that under the
2714. It would pay to can the cherries which
notice of your association, something might re- YOll "rill see in the shop windows for 6id. for
sult from it ?-That is right.
a 2-lb. tin ¥-I could not tell you.
2703. Reverting to London again for a moment.
2715. By Mr . .R01.lget.-Following upon some
Do you think it would be profitable for the remarks made at the table this morning, I want
growers who are exporting to erect cool stores in you to say now what was the special object of
London1~I do llfft think so.
We follow close your visit to Landen and to the European maron t,o the American fruit.
The early fruits in kets 1-1 was sent home to London to inquire
Victoria are generally in the best demand, the into 'the sale and handling of fruit, and to, Stlggest,
fruit keeps coming in, and there is nothing to any improvements that could be made in regard
hold it hack for. We have the Australian fruit to packing, grading cases, handling, marking,
t.ill the continental. and the English apples come selling-in regard to every 'pha,;e of the matter ..
in .. Therefore, I do not think it would pay.
I interviewed 'shipping companies, and triiXl to
2704. B7/ Mr. Rmtget.-You do not think there get freight rates discussed, insulation of steamers,
is anv·need for it¥-No.· _The climate is not so and· the temperatures at which fruit could be
hot there as here, and the apples will keep there carried.
for ,a good while.
2716. And as Hte result of your inquiries, you
2705. By/ the Ohnirman:--'f'he weather was did not discover the corruption that has been
fairly warm in London' for three months when reported at the other end 1~No.
I was there. In connexion with fruit preserving.
2717. In cannexion with the local m.<tl'Ket, as a
did you make any inquiry illto,t.hat industrv when grower, 'and one who has used the market conyou were in other parts of the world ¥-Yes I siderably, do you think the North Melbourne site
did.
- ,
,
is suitable an'd central, providing room can be
2706. Did you come to any conclusions tha,t found there. '\VollId you suggest as a means of
will be of value to us 1-1 helieve t,ha,t fruit can overcoming some of the difficulties that have been
be grown here at a payable prine, and put into mentioned; selling on raised stands vegetables and
t,he English market.
r had an interview wit}· fruit at the rear of the vehicles 1-Pel'sonally,
Sir William HartJey, of Sir William Hartley and I am not a vegetable-growei~as regards the
Company, one of the biggest preservinll companies fruit, I do not think so, because when we back
in England. 'I was not able to give him quota- in Ollr waggon with a load of fruit it would be
tions, but I believe that could be clone.
very awkward to have the stands there to get
Now we start with our flat cases, and
2707. Do you think it, would be advisable for round.
the Department of Agriculture, if it has 110t done pack them up, one above, t,he other, and when
so (I believe it has to a' large extent) to give the you talk about getting the fruit ant of the dust
value of its experience and knowledge on this I do not see, unless you are going to make a
question' to the different farmerS! round about the stand so h~gh as to be really a nuisance, that it
district.' Do they oan their fruit at their own will be a,ny benefit.
2718. You· would not recommend that the
plaoos 1-Sometbing mil!ht be done in that line.
I came into contact with a gentleman in En,g-- standi:> be raised ?-No. It would be a nuisance
land, who told me he had sold on behalf of 11 to the man handling the fruit, and I do not think
Mildura man some thousands of cases of snltanas it would be any better from a hygienic standand raisins at satisfactory' prices.
point.
2708. I am talking of canning preserving 12719. By the Cha'irman.-Are you under any
Yes, preserving, bottling, and canning. There it! contract to sell to the factolfies any fruit fora
no doubt the more the Government can do in lengthened period
pears.
tha.t direction the more it, will help the man to
2720. Under a contract to t,he jam factories ¥"an his, fruit better., This last year or two frllit Yes.

"
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2721. Have you any advantage, for t·hat reilson.
in regard to price 1-1 do' not think so. I am
getting ld. a lb. for pears, and my neighbours ar~
getting l!d. I even bought pears myself last year
at lid. and lid. per lb. That does not pay.
2722. Do you know of any other people under
contract 7-Qllite a number.
12723. There should be no increase in the pri'ce
of that fruit when it is under contract 1-1 suppose the quantity contracted for compared with
the total is not very large. We fruit-growers a.re
very anxious to get rid of more fruit. We believe that there is plenty of fruit about. and we
have been asking the Government to do something
to educate the }Y:'-Alple as to the benefits of fruit, b
bring under their notice its beneficial properties a~
an rtrtiele of diet, and to teach them how to prepare it. In America. they have what. is known ,as
an " Apple Day." That results in the consumption of a great quantity of apples .. It was run by
t.he teetotallers. It would be a good thin~. be·
cause.if people eat apples they will not drink so
mnch beer, and it will be all the better for them.
We want an Apple Day. The Australiart fruitgrowers are movin~,' and are bringing out a book
with redpes as to how to cook fruit.
2724. T sbould s<ty, ill conne,xion with that, if
von can forward an'y recipes to us, sitting as a
Commission. we wCluld he glad to make them public
for you I-The trouble is the financial part of it.
Our Government offered to take a few copies, but
we helieve that't.he b,"nefitR of fruit as a diet are
not as well known' as they should 00. I think t,be
Government should employ some one, perhaps It
medical man. to educate the people with reference
t,Oo the benefits of eating fruit. This should be
done, in the schools, too. \Ve are going to be a
great fruit-rroducing country. We do not consume enough of it ourselves. \Ve ought to have it
on all our tables in all our restaurants. I believe
if the Governme'nt would employ lecturers to ,go
round the count.ry ill regard to this matter. it
would be money well spent.
2725. We would like to bear you, and if you
could freshen up your memory, we would be glad
to call you again 1-There is the matter of, the
railway gau~e in connexion with the railway to
SydneY. To say that cases which have once been
'used for fruit should not be used again is wasie.
n you saw the good new cases that are bein~
opened,' you would a~ree with us that.. although
something might be done to sterilize them, they
should be used again.

2726. By Mr. R01tget.-Haveyou anythiJlg to
say with regard to railway handling 1-We are
trying to get a man at Aubury to watch their
fruit there in our interests. The railway authorities seem very anxious 'to meet our demands in
every way.
2727. Has the handling of fruit on the raHways
been satisfactory here in Victoria 1-1 do not have'
much to do with the railways, except when going
through.
I think that fruit, almost from the
time it leaves the trees, is handled a bit on the
rou~h side~ both on railways and ships-there is
no doubt about it in regard to the shipping Home.
There should be as little handling as possihle, and
that handling should be very carefully done.
Fruit is' handled as if it were blue metal instead
of oeing handled as it should be, as if it wel'e
eggs.
Tl~e ~/}itne8s

1IJithd'l"ew.

John Tully, recalled and further examined.
\2728. By tn,,, Glwi'l"man,-YoU wish to make a
statement about what IS known as the "slanter"
csse 1-I wish to refer more particularly to the
" topping up " of fruit. Quite recently I was before the Minister of Agriculture, together with
the rresident and secretary, Mr. \ViUiams and
Mr, Thompson, and, Olle of the committeemen of
t.he Fruit-sellers' Association, in regard to this
"topping up" of fruit. The president referred
to me as an old hand in the market. He was appealing to me ill regard to former insrectors in
connexion wit.h the "Topp~ng Up" of Fruit Bill.
I told the ..Minister that wbile we did not object to
inspectors, we did not want their number to he
too large,ly increased, because we had to pay for
them. I sugg-est that you ask all the shopkeepers
to act as their own ins-pectors. I said I would
like to ask the president i'f there was as much
" topping up " of frnit done twenty-five years ago
as there is to-day.' The inspector replied "Not
nearly so much." although there were no inspectors then. We are sending over fruit to New
South Wales . . We have managed to get the
charges reduced one-balf. \Ve are told that the
charges made over there are the charges made on
our fruit here, and that· those charges help to
mainhin the upkeep of the inspectors. Mr. Petty
l;ne,ntioned to you having sent 500 c'lses of pears to
SYdney. Half-penny It case is the tax on them.
That is £1. We pay about £10 a week 'l,t DoncaS1:-3r fOor im:lDection dues iust nOiW. \Ve have to
pay for this,inspection indirectly, if not directly,
We say let every buyer .act as his owu inspector.
U men. are prepared t.o pay for good, sound fruit
in tll17 Victoria M~rket to-day thev get it. If It
man buys a bag of potatoes and there is 70 Ib.s.
of dirt in it, that cqn be rflmedied under the hw,
2729. Bp Jb·., Warde.-They produced apples
here last week tha,(j brou~ht, lOs. 6d, a case on
Friday morning. 1'he1'e' were· codlin moths on
them, 2nd.we had them here in the afternoon of
the day they were bought. The man who purchased' them' and produced them here was quite
preDared to pay Hl~ price for a good article, but
he did not get it ~-Tbere are inspectors comin!{ to
my waggon almost every day. Th~y go down to
the cases of fruit and· are ready to listen to any:
one. It seems to me that tJiere is something
wrong when a man comes to t.he Commission and
asks for inspectors to protect, him Hke that.
2730. By the Ohairman,-You have had ,an
illustration that was brought before this Commission that no matter what. men pay they can be
taken down 1-Yes; they should lake action t.hellJselves.
12731. Do you mean to say, then,
is no
necessity for inspection of any kind
but I
would say there are enough inspectors
the market now if dealers will only use ordinary common
sense; if they do that, while they may be taken
down onc'e they will not be taken down again.
2732. 'A statement has been illade that there is
a monopoly in the second wholesales away from
the growers 7-1 think the statement is ridiculoils,
I think that those who run to the Goveniment
for assistance do not represent things as they are,
If a man can sell' one·third of a 'case of paper in
a case of fruit, he can sell that cheaper than I
can a full c a S e . '
. 2733, If be sells that at tlle same price as you
sell the good article, why should he .be allowed to
continue 1-But he does Dot.
2734. But he does; it has been proved to us~
We all have to depend to a gertain extent on the
pu bEe to protect us by means of inspectors and
police. In years gone by it was admitted, by the
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president of the Buyers' Association that there
was not much" topping up." \Ve are with you
as growers, but be careful about the number of
inspectors that you appoint.
2735. We think the Department appoints i;nspectors on the interests of the public, to see that
fruit-selling is carried on under such conditiofi3
that a woman, or anyone else, may be protected
from fraud and abuse ?-My impression is that·
very extreme cases have been brought before you,
Wf:; will have to pay for the inspectors. The law
now is very clear, and there are inspectors about.
The wonder is that the mall was ever allowed to
have that case for sale, but, of course, an inspector cannot be e.verywhere. We appeal to the
Government for police protection, but we do not
expect a policemtm to be at everyone's door. The
man who o·ffered that case for sale should be prosecuted.
2736. The ordrnary buyer
not be able to
has to handle
tell that case when he sees it.
a considerable number of caBBS before 116 can guess
what ~ of an inch is. Therefore, it is better to
have an inspector I:-Most of our fruit is soft
fruit, and I do not think it ge.ts repacked,
2737. Take the question of fixing the wholesale
price in the market, how are the wholesale and retail prices fixed in the market in the mornings ~-
Our men who go in there are the seHers. They
fix Ule price by the quantity of fruit presented
and the 'demand there is,likely to be.
2738. That is guess-work ?-I would not say
that. I attended that market for a good many
years, and used to be able to form a pretty correct
opinion as to prices.
2739. We have fruit-growers before us who
have pointed out, the difikulty that exists in regard to the disposal of their fruit. They have
said t,hat the first intimation they receive of the
price the fruit is going to bring is when some one
comes along and buys it from them at a cheap
rate, Some one has watched the whole market
and has thus been able to do that. That is no~
beneficial to the grower nor to the consumer, who
has to pay extra because some one has cornered the
market 7-We make mistakes sometimes. There
may be men who are cute and keen enough to do
what you say, but I do not think it is done very
often.
2740. A fruit-grower gave an illustration. He
we?t into the ll1arket. . He thought peaches were
gomg to be any price from 4s. to 5s. up, He determined to hold his peaches and he got 128. for
them. He. said that man allowed them to remain
there for a little bit, and came back and sold
them on his stall fOT 17s. 6d. Do you think it
would be possible for the grower to get theoonefit
?f that J-I do not think so; I think they do that
III alJ lInes.
Take onions, hay, or chaff. I have
sold a load of hay, and because there was a scarcitv
have found a ,little while after I could have got
more for it. A man goes into a market and sells
a horse for £20. Another man sells it for £25.
My own feeling is that in our market we sell in
as open and fair a way as possible.
The great
charge that has been made is that the auctioneers
are there for fraud. I was unable to find it.
2741. By Jlr. llogan.-Did you ever sell any
fru'it in the Western Market 1-Yes.
2742. Could you go there and sell fruit yourself 1-N o. I sell to the agents there; they have
orders and send it awav to the country.
An
agent win send me a telegram that he wanta fifty
case~ of pears to-morrow, or he may ring me up
on the telephone. He buys the pears and sends
them away, I do not know where.
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. 2743. Do all the growers who live a fair way
from Melbourne send their. stuff into the Victoria
and the Western Markets 1-Some of them send
direct to the Melbourne shopkeepers or to the factories.
2744. Where is most of it sent 1-A great deal
of it, I believe, to the Western Market.
2745, How is it sold there1-By wha't we call
private trea.ty.
2746. Have y~u ever heard that there is a good
deal of re-packmg done tJlere 1-1 have never
heard of it being done there at all; but I have
heard a good deal of it is being done at the Vietoria Market.
2747. Have you heard that fruit has been sent to
the 'Western Market by growers from far di&tant
parts of the country, sold, and then re-packed
into smaller cases, packed loosely, and sold at the
Victoria Market 1-1 should think from wh~t T
have lieard that that is correct, though I have
never seen it.
2748. What do you think of it 1-It is robbery.
2749. Do you thilik it would be advisable to
peremptor!ly forbid it V-Certainly; it is very
much aga.mst us.
2750. It is very much against those growers a
way back; they get no advantage from it. Their
fruit. is honestly and solidly packed in the case,
and IS sold honestly, but it has been re-packed t.o
make five cases into six. Men know what is the
weight of fruit in a case, and yet t.hey say they
want an inspector to put down this sort of thing.

The witness withdrew.

'l'om Petty, sworn and examined.
2751. By the Chairman.-What are you 1Fruit-grower.
2752. What is your address ?-Box Hill.
2753. What is your area 1-1 have 40 acres
under fruit.
2754. Whereabouts 1---':'Half of it at Box Hill,
and half at Doncaster.
2755. Two blocks 1-Yes.
2756. W'hat are their areas 1-1 have 20 acres
at Box Hill, and 20 at Doncaster.
2757. Did you have much fruit last season 1This present .season 1
2758. Yes. At Box Hill. The frost and the
thrip destroyed absolutely everything. I would
take £5 for the whole' crop.
2759. Th~t is not a very frequent e~perience 1
-No. It IS my first, and I hope, my last experience.
2760. How long have you been in business1More than half a century.
2761. You have been fairly lucky up to the
present, with only one bad season ~-Yes.
2762. What is your principal produce 1Apples, pears, plums, cherries, and peaches.
.2763. Have both your orchards turned out a
faIlure 1-No; at. Doncaster they are quite all
right.
.
2764. Apples, too 1-1 have not an apple tree
at D?ncast-er. I have mostly pears, plums, and
cher1'1OO.
.2765. Do you knQw anything about the diseases
that affect apples ?-Yes.
.
2766. About the thrip and the numerous other
diseases-the· cod lin moth 1-Y 00.
2767. And anything' in regard to--we can
hardly call it, a dise!1se--frost f-Yes.
2768. Di~ you gain any experience as to' how
they deal WIth these diseases in other parts of the
world ~-In England, they are a long way behind
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It :-vas my opinipn tl)!1t we coulc;l rlm

~785. Do Y91.lthinll: it is a g09cl: thing to trW:,t
to Providen<;e withot!t .keeping YOUr powi!er dry ~
c~rn.ed.
~No; I thin.k: it iflbetter to keep yoq;r powger
27(39, Applef)?~Yes, imything; unless it was dry.
!¥I
strawberries ..
2786. HavCI you had aily experience at all in
Eave they aI).y of the pests in England conne.JI.ioIl with the frost other th!1n that of last
season ?-Tbere are low-lying lands, flats t,}wre,
that we hltvehere1-Yes.
t;l771. Eave they thrip 7-1 could not say about with generally good lands (;In- each side of the
water:course. It is only the'very l;.te frosts that
that.
destroy t·he fruit. When you get to a certain alti2772. Codlin moth 7_Plenty of it.
.
. 2773. Did you gain any knowledge upon how to h)de, there is very little dan g€r of frosts; that is
why DOI).caster has been so fortUllate this year.
deal with these pests when you were in other parts
2787. This year, too ?-There has been an' abunof the world ~-1 did not.'
dance of fruit 011 the high lands, of ])oncaster.
2774. Did yon know anything of a remedial
2788. Does your ,Association ~eep in tpu~h with
nature for thrip or codlin moth 1-As far as the other associa.tions throughout the world wjth rethrip 1s' concerned, if we could get rfl,in\l at the gard to rliseases and useful knowledge generally ~
proper time it would be all right. When we do ~Locally, we do not. I hope Mr. Tully's asSo.get rains in between. the thrip does not affect the ciation doei!. Weare apparen tIy so' self -satisfied
a.pples.
.
that we think we know enough.
2775. 'Where dOles the· thrip come from 1-I do
2789. What. i,." the difference between the value
not k~lOW ; everything ·is full of it; roses; i1nd 'every of land with a one-year-old orchard upon it; and
plant that grows.
.
the value of land witll a five-year-old full produc2776. Did you attempt to .:;leal with it in your ing orchard. You take the land uncleared at
orehard ?-Yes, I did .. I spraye~. my .apple tree first ?-That depends on the position. If you take
with tobacco. That .would kill' the' thrip, but land where Mr. Rouget comes from, I suppose
twice as many would be there again the next day about £10 is a good value.
to the f)lmmiJ. It was no use.2790. What would be the value of a. olw-yeat2777. oThey close thf,l;mselves up in . the buds, old orchard ~-On that land valued at £10?
2791. Yes ?-I know land where Mr. Rouget
a.ud preVeI\t, t.he ·tobaeeo reael1ing them ?~Yes.
2778. It really does not affect the fruit much, comes from that cost £30 to dear, whel'eas' at
.
they are there before the fruit forms ~ Doncaster it costs only £3 or £4..
2792. Supposing you take
an acre as the
it prevents it'from setting.
cost of cl~aring 1~That brings it np to £15;
2779. Have yon been successful in deal)ng with
the cod lin moth 1~Some . years ago, I thought we ploughiltg and planting would bring it to anothe.r
£5; that would be £20.
should have to give up the growing of apples ..
2793. 'What would be the value on that estjmate
All the r.emedies that were commended to us by of a :fl\re-yel-l.l'-9Id 'col}(:ern in full produ~tion ?-H
our Department were tried. I used to try them would be double.
.
most thoroughly, and w did my ;neighbours.
2794: -£60 an aere ?-It would be £40.
While we could deal with the· pears .nr!1..ch better.
. 2795. DpoIi t.he question 9f markett; to hilp the
than the !1pples, I really thol1ght we sllOuld have (:OI!S~lIier to get frvit direct fro;m the growers, ~nd.
to
it 'up in regard to the apples. I reckon cOI).~eq)lently .much cheaper, have you formed a,ny
it
the Americ:!.J'lS tha.t we owe the 'knowledge opinion1-;M:y opip-ion is the .tlame as Nr. Tully'S)
we have as. to the codlil} moth. There is an that We growers }l!1Ve enough t-o d9 to ;manage 9qr
arseil.ate that was introduced here called Swift's own business. A party with a. .motor car "toppe4
of Lead; it a-et.ed like a charm. If it just outside where I was gathering fruit. BaHis applied at the proper time, it is satisfaetory. an-hour ll.fterwards a g;irl yame in to kn'ow if I
,"Ve have HOW plenty cf arsenate manufactured by would sell her Id. of !lpples, so l gave heT a few
. our OWl} local people which I believe is about as pears, and told her to go to the next shop. "We
, good as the AnieriCan.
•
get sueh satisfaetory priees on the market that we
2780. Do you know whether the Ameriean have are eontent.
anY9ure for thrip 1~No. I should not expect so.
~796. You do not cOlls+dCl' the (01)&U111er is enI should not expect aI).y one -te provide a cure for titled to any consideration 'I-Yes, I do. We send
that.
•
in good fruit, al~cl we pack it fairly wel1. Yet
2761. The q.epart;menta1 officer, in' giving evi- 11 witpes;l said some things here the other day
denee the other day, made a statement t11at the which I think hurt t.he foolhlgs of a great many
Dep.artment did 110t keep very 1111lch in touch with growers.
.
America upon this questiOIJ of' dealing with the
2797. I would not refer to any of the witnesses
insect trouble. Do you not think it would be a specifically, but if you want, t.o make auy st!1tewise thing for the Dep,<p;tment tp .keep closely 1'n ment with refer~nee to allytlung that has been
touch with other parts of the world. 7~The said do so 1-1 have been a fruit-grower for more
American Government has spent ;much mon(;'\y in than haH a century, and have always been ratl)er
getting geI).tlemen like Mr. Meckin to find out proudt() be connected with the fruit-growers. I
everythiilg in conne::;.ion with the cure of diseases. helieve that they as a body-of course, there
2782. What about the frost~
Have you -may be black sheep among t,hem-like to trellt
adopted any suc\?essful meal).8 or dealing with everyone fairly, and the as honorable a body
that fr~st 1. No; thi;; is altpost the first frost we of men as you would finq. anywhere.
have. had, BO we h!l.ve not thought of trying any
2798. I may say in connexioI;l with any evidence
means to deal vvith it. Of course, we know that, we have IHid before this Qommissi on , 110 one has
provided you will spend .money and time, you c'an made a general or sweeping statement at all
SiLva fruit froql t,he frost.
M[ail1st the growers, although a witness has said
2783. Next year, w.ould YOil be prepared to sgme of them (not all) have done certain things
(leal with any frost difficulties ~-No; I will trust t,hey should not have dOll-e 1-That might be.
to Providenee.
2799. Still, you· would .not a-t,tempt to -convey
2784. That is what a gQcd Il1any farmers do on that every fTuit-gl'ower is everything that he
the q!lestion of wa'ter ~,.,......'Ve do not do that at should. be ~-I do not kno,v anything to the COI).trary.
D.onCll.\,>Wr ..
!,Iii.

~.ro:t1l1.c;l the;m at? far .at? growing fr~lit was
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2eOO . -All thQse YQU know are all right I-Yes.
2601. Can you give any idea of how the mark<?t
could ~ improved, of how the consumers QQ\lld
the ILdvantage of cheaper rates !-YOl! are
tiMaJj:ing of th~ VictQria Market.
2802. Of the Victoria ~larket first, and any
other market as well that you may choose to mention 1_1 used to stand in Bourke-street when
Pagdy's l\Ilarket was a market. . There were jllst
a @leded few who had .a right to go ipto the
sheds. We u;;ed to stand 011 the gutter all the
way from Parliament House right down' to
Swanston-street, and put the fruit out on the
foot.Eath.
When we' got this market, if I remember rightly, it was Sjr Thomas Bent who
granted that land. I am speaking from memory.
Perhaps you may be able to correct me, but when
that land' was given for market purposes it was
intended to be really a market for the producers.
You have ooen to the market yourself early in
the ~oniing, and you will have >found the producers all over the streets exposed to 'all weather,
whilst ·the stands in the market are being occupied for other purposes.
All except the prodilCers should be cleared out of the market.
2803. By Mr .. lioga11.-You are speaking- now
of the Victoria l\1:arket1-Yes. You, Mr. Chairman, saw many different markets when you were
Home, and I saw them, too; I spent weeks looking over them when in England. .The growers
a-re only there a few hours, and have to put tip
with a lot of inconvenience. A gentleman representing·the Board of Health was complaining
against people being allowed to stand in the
streets. 'Vhere else can they stand if there is
not sufficient accommodation ~
My opinioll has
been for some· time tha.t if the City Council would
e.Ji:tend the market as f~r as the Cf;metery, and
cover over Queen-street, roof it right over, and
have a lin~ of electric ligpts, It would give a
much larger space for the growers for the few
hours they are there (say, fi'om 5 o'clock till 10
or 11 o'clock the next morning). Personally, I
a.m satisfied wit·1t thE' Victoria :Market as a centre.
As an ideal ma.rket I would rather have t,he
Cent,ral Market large enough for the whole of the
fruit and vegetableS to be sold iu the one market.
In the Western Market the wholesale and retail
should all be brought to the nne spot of ground.
It would be better for the producers and better
for the buyer3.
'
2804. Could you make any Ruggestio,ns as to the
method of selling, whether fromt,he ea.rth or
under hygienic conditions 1-You back into the
stand, and if the place where you exposed your
proc1uce for sale were a little like it is in the
Vietoria Market it would he better. 1 have a
stand in the market there,and h~ve always bee.u
satisfied.
2.805, po Y9\1go to mll,rket npw yp]l~'self 1-No,
not since Mr. Tully relieved me wlwn he was a
young boy.
:;l806, You h.a.ve never been ·c:n the I) arrow YOllr·
self i-No.
2807. But you have been t)n the stand .in the
original Paddv'~ Market, ?-'\Ve used to back into
the gut.t.er with our carts.
. 2808. Do ypu think it would improve the COIldition of the market if stands were provided for
the sellers of fruit 1~For the sellers 1
2809. Well, for the producers 7-1 think if a
man is willing to pay £1 a qllarter for a stll,nd
tlu.t the governing body ~horild be compelled to
'provide him witlJ a proper place, so that his
vehicle may _be r,overed in, and that he may not
he exposed to the wefltller during the few hours
he is there. If the City Coundl will not 40 tlia,t

the Government shoulq take it out of the counci)'s hands ::}nd build a. new market. 'Ve h/l-ve
been agitating for that for years.
2810, The whole necessity for the est/lblisllJnent
of a new market i~ dne to the fact th,~,t the proqueers !l-re l~Ot properly dealt with in tpe markets
that exist to-day 1":""'That is so.
2811. Would it be advisabJe to bring a railway
line il!to the Victoria Market 1-Jt never entered
my mind until you, Mr. Chairman, mentioned
that it might be' brought underground as is done
at Home. It would be very simple in t,hat way.
2812. By ~th. Rouget.-It would be a great advantage for the wholesaler and the retailer 1Yes.
2813. By the Ghairman.-It could not 00 done
without enlarging that markeU--No.
.2814. Do vou beHeve in pre·cooling 1-Yes, for
soft fruits, bnt not for apples, oocause when I was
at Home I found that they arrived .in good C011dition without pre-cooling. Mr. Tully advocated
that the producers mV11 cool stores should be
allowed to tackle thflir own fruit.
When that
was suggested first I had grave doubt.'.! about its
being satisfactory.
I thought that if we took
the fruit out of the cool store at Doncaster, and
then took it to the ship's side, it would become
heated again. When I went to England I reachBci
there a few days before a large shipment of pears
arrived from Doncaster-the shipment was from
Victoria, . but a large proportioll of it was from
Doncaster-I found that the fruit that had COme
out of our cool stores was equally as good as the
other, so I was satisfied. Therefore, I should
oppose very strongly being compelled to take my
fruit to be cooled a£ the cool store in Melbourne.
. 2815. Do you think that the delay in getting
it aboard the ship would hurt the fruit ~-Thel'e
would not be any d~lay. Say it is taken out of
the cool store down at the bottom of the, street
on the Yarra, it goes 'down to Port Melbourne,
and frequently stands there for hours before it is
taken to the ship's side. Now, 0111' fruit would
straight from Box Hill, }.ilitclJaID, or wherever
might come from, straight to the ship's side.
2816. Do you think the Railway Department
should provide you with cool trucks ~-Yes, . insulated trucks.
2817. What is your opinion u pOll the question
of grading and marking the cases ~-I differ
slightly from Mr. Tully there.
When I was
Horne I was perfectly satisfied that the fruit froin
the different centres ought to be pooled. If there
were 10,000 casoo to be packed' here to go to
England they ought all to be brought to the one
centre, and should be received by the best man
available, graded and packed, an'd sent away as
one single consignment. Then all the fruit would
be of exact!y the one quality. In the, course of
time that brand would be so well known that it
alone would sell the fruit. Of course, a.t Covellt
Garden, as you know, the fruit is sold to sample,
and if the bulk lot does not tur~ out according
to sample it is sent back. I Baw it .sent hack
to the market, and sold for what it would fetch.
2818. Have the consignors to make. that good ~
-Yes, but if it had been all of one quality it
. would not have been sent back.
2819. Therefore, it is better to have t.he Sta~;e
inspect fruit, so as to insure uniformity of quality 1
-Yes, hut when it get" to Covent Garden that
inspection is worth nothing. A buyer buys ac- 0
cording to sample; The London buyers ltre the
keenest you can come across. Buying is a trade
there. One man may be buying for 50 firms.
He gets 1d. a case commission. There are, say,
3?,OOO or "l-O,OOO muies of fruit going Home. Every
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2832. Under any circumstances1-Yes. 1 am
on6 knows what is going to be sold, and those
buyers buy and distribute the cases all over the sending fruit (pears) to Sydney now. They are
just marked with my agent's name, « Walters,
place.
2820. The sample has to be an actual reflex of T. F. Choice" for the first, and « Second" for
the next grade. That is all I sent-just the two.
what is in all the cases ~-Yes.
2821. Then, would not the one inspection be
2833. Do you believe in that for the local marbetter than having a grade for each grower 1- ket ~-No, not the local market. The fruit is
Yes.
taken in open cases; the buyer sees what he gets,
2822. By 'Mr. Hogan.-Have you ever heard and the same buyers come there market after
any complaint that samples, say of apples, sold market, and year after year; they know exactly
in the Old Oountry were not a tail' reflex' of the where they can get the quality they want.
whole1-No.
2834, Do you know that a great many buyers
2823. By the Chairman.-He said he has seen are, complaining to-day that they cannot get the
cases returned 7-'-Yes, 1 have.
, quality they want, and that ·we have had to in2824. By Mr. IIogan.-That is, where the con- troduce a packing bill for the purpose of assuring
signment did not come up to the sample~-Yes.
to people the quality they ask lor '/-1 do not
2825. Have you ever heard of i~s being the know where t,hey find the sellers that they cannuc
other 'yay, of the sample case being inferior to rely upon. Why do not they go to people they
the rest of the shipment7-You would not hear can rely upon.
of that.
2835. DId you hear the evidence of the in2826. By the Cha,i1'man.-Perhaps you would. spector for the Health Department, who· sta.ted
be surprised to hear this statement which was that a great many cases have been brought agains,
made before the Federal Commission.
This is people for putt.ing rubbish ill the cenvre of the
the evidence of a Mr. Williamson-[Read Mr. cases 7-1 dId not know he was alluding to the
Williamson's evidence 'before the F'edeml F'ruit growers.
Commission, at pa.ge 10J.-Some of the consign2836. He did not necessarily allude to the
ments he' speaks of there must have been dipped growers. It might have been re-packecl. Do not
in water 7-1 am very glad to say 1 did not see you think that putting your name and the grade
auything like that.
of the fruit on the case that goes into the Vic2827. Have you consigned much fruit to the toria Market would prevent dishonest people
London market ~-Not a great deal; 1 have con- getting hold of these cases and re-packing the
. signed a few shipments.
lruit ¥-I do not know j of course, 1 am quite
2828. By 1111'. Hogan.-If these people who sell aware tha~ it is done.
'
this fruit buy it also, do they get a very cheap
2837. You know what they do, of course. It
liJ;l.e of fruit by a process of that kind 1-After has been stated in evidence before us that they
I got Home our shipment of fruit was to come· in make five cases into six 'I-That is so.
two days afterwards-and it did. I prom,ised
2838. If you grade your fruit, would it not preOllr people a·t Doncaster that I would see it yeut these people from re-handlingand rethrough. 1 spent a fortnight in Covent Garden packing it atterwards'l-l am afraid not.
and the other markets before 1 left,~ although I
283il. Is there any other way we could do it'!
was Home for a' holiday. I was as careful as 1
-No,
a dishonest man win get the best of you
could be to criticise and scrutinize everything, and
I was very well satisfied indeed. The business every time. If you take a case that comes tu
men at Home' are in a very .large way of busi- market that is onginally packed tightly and full,
ness, and are mostly very rich people. They sell it may have, travelled a long distauce before It
The fruit is removed out of the
the fruit, and sometimes do not get. the money. gets there.
Then they hold security as to those small people cases~ and if the apples or pears, as the case
may be, are just put in not to fit into. all the
because the shops belong to them.
spaces, but to make them sit one on top of the
2829. By the Chai1'man:-ls that the reason ot-her, you can very easily make the fr'uit go
why they are· very rich people 7-1 do not .think
round III that way.
so. I know one man who was selling frnit who
2840. Do you, think the re-pack~ng of fruit is
made £3,000 out of strawberries. The year you
and I were ,Home, .rvfr. Chairman, he made an evil ¥-If it is done for the purpose of fraUd,
£3,000 profit. Most of the shops in London are certainly.
2841. For what other purpose is it done in C011held on long leases, am:l if the fruiter€)r gets into
the auctioneer's debt he has to deposit his lease, nexion with apples or pears 1-1 cannot conceIve
which the auctioneer holds as a security. I con- of any .other, purpose.
tend myself that that enables us to get a better
2842. Oranges may have to be re-packoo.1-Yes.
price for our fruit. We all know that there are
2843. But not apples or pears'I-Oranges go
fruiterers in the city of Melbourne here who have bad so quickly.
not got hundreds of pounds to their credit, aJld
2844. You think a remedy ought to be applied,
if they can get a few days' credit it enables the hut you do not know exactly what the remedy
agents (who take the responsibility) to make a. should be 7-N 0, I do not see how you can devise
sale.
an effective remedy.
2830. In conne-xion with the question of grade
2845. But an 'effective remedy is required ~~
and packing, do you agr.ee that the maker's name
or brand should be on the case together with the Yes, certainly.
2846. If you were to stamp your cases with the
grade of t.he fruit, for oversea or outside markete 1
-Take the English market . .I would l'ather have grade and name, you could prevent any of these
the name of an association, a centre-say it was people opening them, and they could be sold as
• Doncaster fruit--put the name of the Doncaster 'the grower's product ?-We never close our cases;
association on it, and leave all the names out; they are always open.
2847 . Would you make it a penal offence to
but for the Inter-State markets we are quite
satisfied to let every man put his name on his touch any of the fruit in those cases where they
sell it wholesale for re-packing purposes. One
fruit.
2831. And have the grade mark on the case, witness stated before the Commission that he distoo 1-And have the grade mark on the case, too. covered frequently enough paper in a case to take
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2858. By the Chairman.-If these cases conthe place of about 8 Ibs. of fruit.
Did you believe him?-I did. He did not say 8 Ibs. of tain only nine-tenths of a bushel, you can see
paper. He has handled a good deal of fruit in what would be the reason for re-packing 1-Yes.
2859. Do you not, think. it would be advisable
Melbourne:
'
. ,
2848. This Commission is like a court of law, to prevent them re-packing from the genuine
and could deal with him if he did not tell the . bushel case1-Any man who sells a case which is
truth. I do not know whether you know what not of the proper size is liable to he prosecuted.
2860. The case never grows bigger-it might
a slanter " case' is. This castr-[ exhibiting same
to witnessJ-containsabout nine-tenths of a. grow smaller 1-That is so.
2861. By Mr. Wardc.-If a man sells fruit in
bushel instead of t.he full bushel.' A pro~r case
should be 2,237 cubic inches?-In this case there 11 case that is not in accordance with what it is
are o.nly 1,984 cubic inches.
That is a dis- represented to be, he commits an offence at once,
and can be prosecuted 1-Yes.
crepancy of 253 cubic inches.,
2862. By the Chairman.-Is there anything
2849. By Mr. Warde.-How many pounds
would a man buying· that case of fruit be short ~ you can suggest which would improve the posi2850. By the Chairman.-From 20 to 30 tion of the grower and the consumer 1-Yes; there
apples-4 to 5 Ibs.
This is the case they re- is the through gauge to Sydney. I and two of
pack into. In nine cases out of ten where they my sons sent a truck load of fruit from Mitcham
open the original case they do not re- pack pro- last Thursday-500 odd cases of pears-that
perly 1-0ne of the best remedies for that wO'uld sliould have been delivered in Sydney on the
be to allow O'nly the producers intO' the market. Sunday, but so far as I know they are not there
yet.
They are stuck at Albury. That might
Let the men take t.heir fruit away.
2851. This "slanter" case is branded by easily mean a . loss of £50 or £60 to us. They
" The Victorian Orchardists Co-operative Associa- were green 'Williams pears when they were sent
tion Limited Melbourne." It is also branded, away. They have only to stay there long enough
"David L. Jones, Harcourt, Apples." . ,'Vhat and they will be all ri~.
2863. By Mr. Warde.-Is that a usual thing 7
does that mean-[reading branding on. caseJI
t only happens now and again.
" J. Watson. Guaranteed to contain an imperial
2864. It is not a regular complaint 7-No, and
bushel." That case is branded to intimate that
it contains an imperial bushel1~That is a hard- you do not want it to be.
2865. By Mr. Mitchell.-You would not want
wood case. If that case was green when made
~.
£60
loss to be regular 1-No.
it may have been a perfect case; it may have been
2866. By the Chair~n.-Are there any other
quite the proper size and shape when it first left
suggestions you would like to make 1-I think
the mill.
2852. Is it not a fact, that in the cases that are Mr,. Tully went so fully into everything that he
made the proper size, 5 per cent. is allowed for has covered the whole of the ground. I indorseshrinkage 1-Not the cases I buy, I hope. I buy all he has smd.
TIM witness withdrMU.
softwood cases only. If I thought the man was
allowing 1 per cent. I would not get another case
from him.
2853. If that case were to go down to the exEdwin Lawford, sworn and examined.
tent you say, it would shrink 10 per cent., possibly, in a hardwood caseY-Quite possibly.
2867. By the Chairman.-What are youl=-=-:At
2854. Do you think it would be possible to get the last Commission, they put me, down as a te-a hardwo-od ·case that would shrink 10 per cent.'! tired fruit-grower.
-Ten per cent. is a very large amount certainly.
2868. You are an orchardist 1-Yes, at Don'The maker of that case must have heen a re- castcr.
I own 60 acres of orchards.
My son
sponsihle person. There is' his guarantee that :t owns 20 of them n()w, so I had better say 40.
was the proper size when it was made.
That
2869. What are you growing principally~
man should be prosecuted, not the unfortunate Nearly all pears.
grower who bought it from him.
2870. Has this season been a. good one with
2855. Some person makes this case. It is ,evi- you ~-About one-third of a normal crop, a lighil
dent that the four pieces of that case did not crop.
shrink 1 inch 1-N0, it would not shrink an inch.
2871. Aboutone-thitd of a good crop1-Yes.
2856. By Mr . .illitclbell.-This case is known in
2872. What would you call a good season, a
the trade. It is quite possible for it to shrink good return pcr acre ,from your pear trees 11 inch 1-1 never heard the expression" slanter " Three cases to the tree would be a 'good crop.
in my life. I was going through some Tasmanian That would be the average for 100 trees.
orchards some months ago, and the fruit-grower,
2873. By Mr. Warde.-How many trees have
who was a very up-to-date grower, took us into you planted, and what is your yield 1-1 could not
his house, and uncovered a saw bench. He said say exactly. They are planted 100 trees to the
I never allow a case to go out from my place until acre. I do not know the number of cases, beit goes through the mill.
He gets them put, up canse I did not pack them. I had nothing to
large, and allows for shrinkage when he cuts them do with it.
up.
2874. Will you average t,hree cases, takingth~
2856A. If that ca.se were made, 5 per cent. large young and the old 1-No.
,
as cases are made, It has shrunk 15 per cent. Is
2875. What is the average for the orchard 7that possible 1-1 do not know anything about For the orchard, perhaps, one and a half.
hardwood; I never use it.
2876. By the Cliainnan.-You say that an acre
2857. By Mr. Mitchell.-Do you think it pos- of trees in full bearing, and given a good season,
sible for an 8-inch or 9-inch plank to shrink ought to return an average of three boxes to the
3 or 4 inches in the end ~-I should not think tree~-Yes, with full-grown treles.
so, but as I have said I have had no experience
2877. You know what the Commission is conwith hardwood. I do not think I ha.ve bought stituted for. Can you give us any assistance in
500 hardwood cases in my lifetime. We use the directing attention, to any grievance that we can
softwood cases that do not shrink, and that are rectify by our report, ,or anything that would
made here in Melbourne.
help the 'grower or the consumer 7-1 am mainly
f(
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interested in cool storage. I had a small cool
. store erected ·the same year that the Government
store wa& erected in Doncaster. I ran that for
eight years myself, putting in the fruit from my
own orchard. That grew too small, and I con~
ceived the co-operative idea. We amplified that.
idea, and I took space for 3,000 cases ill the West
Doncaster store. As the orchard grew, that became too small, and as there was no chance of
the company providing me' with sufficient space,
I erected a larger store)m the orchard. There'fore, I think I know as much as most people
about 'cool storage. The question of co-operative
storage as against Government storage was inquired into at your sitting at Doncaster. The
question was whether the co-operative storage
could be done as cheaply as the other. The experience of the West Doncaster Cool Store and my
own privately-owned store is that we get it a good
deal cheaper than it has' hitherto been done by
the Government store.
2878. By Mr. Warde.-What is the capacity of
your private store 1-10,000 cases.
2879. What do you reckon is the working cost
approximately?-Slightly under £1,000 a year.
2880. What does it cost per caSie for storage'lWe cannot tell yet. We are only in our first
;,eason.
It has only been running for two or
three weeks. But I think we will do it, as far as
.our experience goes, now quite as cheaply as, if
not more cheaply, than the co-operative stores.
It is an up-to-date store, with the latest improvements, and as it requires le!>s attention, we wil~
save the difference in engineer's salaries, fuel,
&0,
rAt this stage, MR. ROUGET too!.; the cha·ir. ]
2881. By the Ghairman.-In. regard to cool
storage, do you believe in pre-cooling 1-For export to England, yes. I do not say so in regard
to apples, because I have had no experience of
them; put for all other fruits, it is always necessary.
2882. Pre-cooling for soft fruits 1-Yes.
2883. Have you yourself exported direct to
Europe 1-Not to any extent; only small trial
lots.·
2884. 'What has been the result, afJ far as you
know, of your exports oversea to London ~-Very
satisfactory.
2885. Price~, conditio~s, and everything satiafactory 1-Yes; they arrived in good condition,"
and realized satisfactory prices.
~ffi
2886. You believe in cool storage in the district H
in which the fruit is grown ~-Yes. It is a matber of convenience more than reduced cost.
It
has the advantage to- the grower of handiness to
his orchard. That is quite equal to any advantage in regard to cheapness.
2887. Is it any advantage in the picking of
fruit for the cool store to pick it at a particular
time of day1-Yes; it i!) much better to pick eaily
in the morning and late in the afternoon-in the
cool of the day. If it is a cool day, you can pick
all day long without any fear. If you do pick in
the heat of the day, it is always left out in the
open over night to allow the li:eat to go. out of it.
IIi that connexion, it is desirable that every store
should have a pre-cooling room so as to 'qring it
down .withiJ? 40 degrees before placing ij~; iIl'l,the
other 'chamber with the cooled fruit.
2888. It is said that the co-operative store!) can
be run cheaper because the growers handle their
own fruit, and put it into their own store. Do
you see any,!:langer in regard to the Government
Cool Store !li: a rise in temper;ature ~-I do not
see why the -Government Store could not be run
on the same lines as the cO~9perative; that is to

say, a &tore managed by a company, but financed
by the Government.
The Government should
lend the money to the company, and the company should run the store.
.,
2889. The suggestion has been made that if
growers were ~rmitted to put the fruit into their
own store, the temperature would be raised considerably by which harm would be done to the
fruit. Has that been your experience as a practical man ~-No. It makes no difference whether
one man. handles all the fruit, or twenty men
handle a part each.
2890. There is no danger of that V-There is nO
danger of that. It is all in the handa of the engineer. It is much better for the cold chamber to
be separate, so that there is no, hot fruit going
into it. Let the fruit go into an ante-chamber.
2891. By Mr. Hogan.-Are you aware that the
experts in the Department, M.r. French, for one,
recommends that the fruit for export should be
pre-cooled at the ship's side, rather than where it
is grown.
We have had distinct evidence upon
that. My opinion is that it should be cooled as
soon after it is picked as possible, and that is at
the first cool stor~ from the orchard.
2892. By Mr. Warde.-Are you allucj.ing to ,
!loft or hard fruits '-1 am alluding to pears,
which are included in the soft fruits. Most of the
damage is done between the orchard and the cool
store. They should be put into the cool store at
the first opportunity.
'
28~3. By ,Mr. Hogan.-You are not afraid o,f
removing them from the country cool store to the
ship 'I-N 0; not with proper facilities.
28!J4. By the Chairman.-Your experience
bears that out f -Ye·s.
2895. By Mr. Warde.-Do you send them to
the cool store waiting to be shipped at your own,
or at the shipping, end ~-At our own end.
2896. After you take them from the cool store,
say, at Doncaster, do you send them right through
to the boat for export 1-Yes; we deliver them at
the wha.rf.
28!:17. Do you ever find you cannot get your
shipment on board when you get it alongside the
boat 1-That has occurred.
2898. What happens then 1-It is generally put
into a cool store in the city until there is .room on
the boat.
'iJ c.
2899. Hav€< Y0 1:l .ever sent it from the c$:)01 store
in the city. to the~boat, and not been able to get
room t-N o.
.
2900. Have you known it to happen that fruit
has been sent from the City Council Cool Stores
to the boat, and the boat would not take it when
it got there. I am told that it has happened?:It should not have happened.
2901. To the ruination of the fruit, would that
be the effect of it 1-Are you s~aking of the other
end 1
2902. Yes. I hll:Ve had no experience of it,
but they should have found it out before it went
aW;;03. That would mean the destruction of th'J
fruit 1-Not necessarily; it would go back into
the store; it would be all right.
2904. By Mr. 1l:l-itchell.-We had it in evidence
tllat fruit was held ,up for thirty-six or f~rty-·
eight hours on the :wharf 1-That cls gross ~·mis.!l.F
management. There w'ould not he any damage
to it provided it was put back into the cool store
within six or eight hours.·
2905. By.llir. 11(Iitchell.-We had it in evidence
that it was almost rotten.
2906. By Mr. Warde.-I think Capt,ain Jones
said :tli~ thermometer was rUUliing from 90 degrees
to 110 degrees, that it remained there forty-eight
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2918. Has not the method I have detailed
pr.oved an advantage 1-You would think so; but
it has not. The fruit shrivels much more in the
open case.
2919. They say it is the experience of the Government cool stores t,hat it has ~-I have experimented with both.
,2:H9A. You are of opinion that the closed case
is b~st 1-1 do not say that.it is quite as good for
coohng down, but the ultImate result is better
than the ordinary case. We use them in our own
private soore.
The cases are smooth, and the
fruit comes out in better order.
2920. Is it because it is cheap1-No; they are
not as cheap as the other cases, buying them
seoondhand as we use them in the store. They
are dearer.
2921. What is the price of a kerosene case?About Bd. We can get good secondhand
standard cases for 4d. or 5d., 4d.
2922. You prefer to use the kerosene case 1Yes.
2923. wpy V-Because the fruit comes out
better. In the standard cases there is a space between each slat, and men putting the fruit in
roughly get it on 00 the edge of the slat which
breaks the skin or marks the fruit.
2924. Your opinion is that the cases with interstices are not an advantage in packing fruit 1That is right.
.
2925. In the case of packing, grading, and
sendmg fruit 00 market, do you favour the case
having ,on it a notification of the quality, the
grade of the fruit, and the name of the grower 1
-Yes, certainly; but not for the local market.
All our fruit goes to Sydney. We I!enerally put
it up in three grades according to the price of the
fruit. If it is very scarce, good quality fruit, we
put it up into three grades. "0" is extra good;
(Mr. PRENDERGAST resumed the chair.)
" Is" and "28" are good first quality and
second quality respectively; anything extra good
2911. By the C/tairman.-b there anything
further you would like to say 1-The matter of the is put up as "0."
292B. You ,think it is an advantage to the
use of secondhand kerosene cases has cropped up.
Sydney
people 00 be able to tell the grade of your
They are almost ulllversally used in the cool
stores; they are very satisfactory, and there is no fruit ~-It brings my brand into good repute. It
is no advantage to the Sydney consumer. If I
valid reason, for prohibiting them.
were an up-country grower handling mixed fruits,
2912. The kerosene cases are used for storing and sending them down to. Melbourne by railway,
in the cool stores, and other cases are used in' I would do just the same as I am doing now in
which to send the fruit 00 market1-Yes.
sending to Sydney. It goes thro!lgh an agent.
t. .""",
2913. There is a double charge there. You The buyers do not'know me; they know my brand.
say for the cases to. be put .into the cool stores, But. in selling my own fruit in the market it is
and you nave 00 re-pack them in the ordinary myself they are dealing with, not my brand. I
cases t - Y Elili; but we use them in the cool soores it 1JI my own brand.
2927. Would you have ,the same law apply here
because t.hey are the bear, cases.
as to Sydney-that we should be able to buy the
2914. By Afr. TVarde.-In what way I-They fruit. with the name and grade on it. Would that
are smoother than the others; there are no. edges be an advantage. I take it that it is your opinion
on t;hem to catch the fruit. That is why they are that it should not be graded ~-If I were an upnot so hard upon the fruit. 'When a case -of fruit country grower, I would grade and mark it as
stands for months and months, if the wood is first, second, and third grade.
rough the fruit gets damaged.
2928. That is, if you closed your case up 1-If
2915. Is it an advantage to have a case with I was not doing my own selling.
no inr,erstices in it 1-We have found the kero2929. Not doing that, you would not do it 1sene cases as good as the others. We have used No.
both.
2930. If fruit were pre-cooled prior to ship2916. Is it not an advantage 00 have the cases ment, would it be more likely to land in a more
open1-There is a difference of opinion in regard uniform condition in the London market than it
oo,;tha~. In "~tual practice, the closed case acts
~o~s "~t ,~resent.1-1 think it is mostly ~re-c~led, tb
as,rwe11 as the .o:pen one.
: :1
'1..
IS It not .. :.
.
:.
2931. Would it not be more advantageous fo,1' 2,917. I do no.t know whether you heard the
expert at Ringwood state that where the fruit it to be pre-cooled ~-It is already pre-cooled. 1
had heen packed in closed cases, it did not do as think all soft fruits are pre-cooled now, and most
of tbe apples.
w~ll as it did in the op~n cases. Do you know
~~32. That is not what I am asking you. IT
that1-I do not know it. We used to store the
fruit in. the open ca:s.es in which we eventp.f!-lly the fruit was pre-cooled, would it not be likely
sent it 00 Sy!1ney, but we have given that mtfthod to arrive on the London market in better condition ?-Yesj I think for soft fruits it is necessary
up in favour of the kerosene cases.
\'

hours, and . that it "was putt:id \vhen it was unshipped in London 1-1.'hat should not have
occurred.
2907. By Mr. lriitchell.-You have haa experience of storing in the co-operative cool store.
What has been your experience as to cost 1-The
last year that I can speak of, 1913, was a very
heavy season. We estimated that the West Doncaster store, although bnilt for 16,000 cases, had
19,000 in it. We always calculate on being full
for six months in a year on an average. The
running expenses, with 10 per cent. added for int,erest and sinking fund, brought it out at .53d.
per case per week, just a very small fraction o'-er
a half-penny.
2908. By the Chairman.-Is it a fact that it
takes sometimes from two to three weeks to cool
down a shipment of fruit of, say, 20,000 cases
lihat has been shipped without pre-cooling 1-1
do not know that it is a fact; but it is my opinion
that it would take that length ,of time 00
thoroughly cool down.
2909. If all the fruit were pre-cooled prior to
export, would that give the shipping companies a
better chance for readily cooling the .fruit to the
proper temperature 1-It would be to the advantage of the shipping companies. It is in the taking of the heat out of the fruit in the first place
that the greatest cost is incurred. Once cooled it
entails very little expense to keep it cool.
2910. Have you had any difficulty in obtaining
shipping space 1-1 have only heen dealing with
t.~e In~r-State markets. There is a diffic~lty. at,
tImes WIth the Inter-State trade to get snIppmg
facilities. Sometimes they have tQ put it d.own
below, which is destructive to the fruit on the
whole.

il2
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thaI:. they should be pre-cooled for the London
market. 'I think it is necessary that that sho~ld
be done as near the orchard as possible.
2.932A. Do you think the shipping companies
could provide the necessary facilities more cheaply
if the fruit were pre-cooled prior to shipment~
Oertainly.
::l933. Why ~-Because the principal expense of
storage is during the first and second weeks. It
costs more for the first two weeks than for the
next .two months. That work is done for the
shipping company before the fruit is. put on
board; that principal expense is borne before the
shipping companies get it.
29.3.4. That cheapens the provis.ion of cold
storage ~-By fully half.
,
2935._ By }.[r. Warde.-You believe in the precooling of soft fruits 1-Yes.
2936. What about apples1-1 have had no expenence wl1ate:v.er with apples. The apple being
a harder fruit will stand less care than the soft
fruit, and Gan be carried at a higher temperature.
.2937. Would you express an opinion as to
apple&1-No., I 'could not; because I have l1ad no
experience whatsoever in regard to them.
2938. By the Chairman.-Is there . any particular subject you would like to mention 1-N0;
I thought I should be questioned on 0001 storage
only. '
2939. If We have not succeeded in eliciting all
you would like to tell us, we should be, glad if
you would make a statement 1-There is a letter
which I wrote which could be put .in.
2940. I have not seen it. Is that a letter you
sent to the Journal?-It appears in the Australasian Jl'ruit World. There is a good deal in it
that does not concern the Commission at ..all,
}jut the facts and figures are there.-rThe witness

handed in the following article which appeared

in the
A1lgu.,~t,

Fruit World of Australasia," of 1st
1914]:-

U

ORCHARD COOL STORES.

Government and Private Enterprise-Oosts Oompared.
A~ the Agricultural Department is developing plans
for the disposal of the district local cool stores, and also
for the pre-cooling of all fruit intended for oversea export at the new cool stores at the Victoria Dock, the
time is opportuue to discuss the difference in cost of
management between Government stores and private or
co-operative stores.
,Ten years ago a number of Doncaster growers interi 1
viewed ·Sir (then Mr.) Thos. Bent, who was State Trea:i"
surer at the time, and received from him a promise thaf~
the Government would lend on the personal guarantee·
of a certain number of growers the necessary funds for
the erection of a store in their district. It was not until
the site of the proposed store was chosen and approved
of by Mr. Bent that he made the great blunder which
has been so costly to the growers, and which gave tlii'
newly-conceived idea or co-operative cool storage such it
blow that it did not revive for eight years. Without .
I~onsulting the wishes of those interested, jl1r. Bent de.
clared that he would not lend the money, but would erect
the store and run it under the management of the Agricultural Department. What that declaration and its
subsequent operation has meant to the dist.rict it _has
only recently been possible to gauge.
It is frankly admitted by all that the Government
store at Doncaster has been of great assistance to the
fruit-growing industry of that district, but the benefit
which would have accrued had not the growers' origiual
sch(m:~e DbeenTjarbitrarily thrust aside is;l beyonddcomputina",pIt is,~certain that. in that case there would have
be~n 110 Government stores at Diamond Creek, Ringwood,
Burwood. or Tyabb, but in their places would have been
co-oper~,tive stores operated at a saving of many hundreds of pounds a year ill each case. Nor-would the
Agricultural Department have now been faced with the
problem of how to get rid of the stores already erected,
to .effect which_ it has evolved some impossible scheme, of
the· formatioifof trust areas. So far as can be judged,
by this scheme the growers will be roughly tipped out
of the frying-pan into the fire.

The principal causes of the initiation of the co·operative prInciple .were:( 1) The convenience of local storage in contrast
with city storage as evidenced by the. amount
of business done by the local Government
store .
.(2) The dissatisfaction caused by the .irritating regulations and rigidity inherent in Govern·
.U1ent management; and
(3) The convenience, liberty, and clJeapness pertaining to a privately-owned storage space, which
is the basic principle of co-operation.
This third cause was evidenced by the results obtained
in my, own little store erected in 1904. These results
were so well-known that little persuasion was necessary
to induce the other shareholders in the ,West Doncaster
company to join in that venture.
We are now in a position to compare private with ,Government management.
_
Estimating that the Government store receives sufficient fruit during the year to fill its nominal capacity
for six months, and the cbarge to be I,d. per week for
four months, and Id. for two months (an average of
l!d.)"the growers pay over £2,000 each year for acCOmmodation there.
During 1913, which was an exceptionally busy year,
the total expenditure of the West Doncaster store, exclusive of additions and improvements to lands, buildings, and plant, but including 10 per cent. on eapital as
interest and depreciation, amounted to £1,137. The two
stores are practicaJly of equal capacity; neither makes
any profit, and the mana/,TCr of the Government store, in
his evidence before the Fruit Commission, ,said his .store
could not be run on a smaller eharge. Takina the
amount of fruit estimated as received during 1913 at
West Doncaster, the cost per case per week was .53 of a
penny. During the five years since its enlargement .the
Government store has, therefore, taken between £5,0.0.0
and £6,000 more out of the pockets of the ·Doncaster
growers than tlley would have paid into a similar sized
co-operative concern. Instead of pooh-poohing the accura~y of the abo~e result;s, and ot~erwise ignoring .the
eXIstence of the co-operatIve'stores, It would have better
become the officers of the Agricultural Department if
they had offered congratUlations to, and sympathy with,
the officers of the co-operative venture.
About sixty of the principal of the Doncaster growers
belong to one or otlIe_r of the two co-operative stores.' and
they are naturally curiou,s to know what the Department
expect from them under Its trust area scheme. They are
al~o curious as to Whether the Department thinks they
WIll be agreeable to pay 3d. a case for pre-cooling at the
dock when they can do the work equally as well for
one half-penny.
E. ,LAWFORD.
. 2941. That article bea~ entirely ·on the ques-

~lon of cool stores, and It ,sets out your. opinions

regard to Government and private-enterprise.
Do .I understand'( you are in favour of'/. the cooperative princi pUi?-Yes.
. 2942. Y 001' object 'in this article is ·to define
the co-operative principle 1-Yes.
.
2943. You say in this. article that you are now
in a position to compare private with Government
enterprise ?-Yes.
'
2944. What would be the -effect a.nd nature of
your compar~son ?-.:The Government charges ~qd.
a week for nme months, and 1d . .'for three months.
Under co-operation, it could 'be done for 1d. all
the year round.
'
29.45. Making full allowance lfor all 'charges,
depreciation, wear .and tear 7-¥es. ,Ii you consider 10 per cent .. sufficient lfor interest and sinking fund.
, 2946. 1;'here is 71 per cent. 'and :2i per ·cent.
There is a medium of about 5 per cent.1-About
5 per cent. is what I have stated, and is w.hat I
think a fair thing-5! per cent.. forfldeprecia'tiop't
and 5 per. cent. for")' interest.
l'
r.
2947. Do you think it would b0 possible ,for ,the
Government to adopt some other plan ill ,connexion with cool storage, which vwuld enable them
to use it on somewhat simila.r lines to you.1-;I
think a scheme could be carried :out.
2948. That would certainly cheapen it 1-'It
woulCll'require a litHe thought, but I ·think it could
be worked out.
.
III
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2949. Do you not think tbere &hould be no interference with co-operative operations in connex.ion with this matter at all. Do you think cooperation should be' encouraged ~-Yes. I do not
think you could work a Government 'store as a
purely public one.
There would have to be a
limit, but I do not say that that limit could not
be shifted from the Government to the shareholders of the company. If there was a co-operative company in the district the shareholders
would then take in fruit from anyone if they
had the space to spare. The scheme could be
worked on these lines-that the Government
should supply the money for the store; that it
should be let out to genuine growers of the district in spaces or shares at a price to be fixed,
and allow the shareholders to fill their spaces
either with their own fruit, or that of other
growers at a, rate to be fixed, so that there could
be no cutting of the rates.
2950. At the period you were making theoo
comparisons, the country cool storage seems not
to have operated satisfactorily. You say there
was dissatisfaction on account of the rating regulations and the rigiditv inherent in Government
management 1-Yes. That IS' really why a number of the shareholders in the West Doncaster
, store came in; it was one of their inducements to
take shares in the co-operative store.
2951. You started the co-operative store for the
purpose of helping the growers, feelint;' that you
cheapen the rate charged in the Government
stores ~----:y es; and make it more convenient to the
growers.
2952. Reverting to the original question, if
some variation of the present Government plan
could be adopted of providing cold storage, the
supervision of which would be cast upon the Government, but with more elastic conditions than
now prevail, it would be better for the grower 1-Yes.
2953. At all events, a trial might be made of
the suggestion 1-1 do not see why that growers
should not do it themselves, providing they had
financial aid fro'm the Government. It would be
equally as effective and successful as far as the
public is concerned, because the store will only
hold a certain amount of fruit, and if it is kept
full tha~r is all the district can do,.
2954.:'You think it would be better for the Government to provide the capi~!ll, and you' the
management of the stores 1-Yes; we are the most
interested parties, and are likely to do the be&t for
ourselves.
2955. You think the growers in the district,
under these conditions, will be prepared to contribute interest for the use of this capital1-1
should think they would be very foolish if they
did not.
2956. By AIr. Wa,rde.-Mr. Lawford l>uggested
that 6 per cent. should be set aside as the charge
to wipe out. the debt in thirty years 1-Yes.
2957. By the Chairman.-Six. per cent. would
barely do that at present. The Credit Foncier
is charging more than 6 per cent., but that
charge provides for the wiping out of the debt
in 33 years with interest and sinking fund. I
should say in connexion with such a matter that
it:. would be a. .,good plan i if those people who
believe in that placed their position before the
Government, because it would seem a reasonable
thing to adopt this plan immediately.
2958. Btl .llr. Warde.-Was not that introduced last session 7-It was the Cool Stores Trust
Bill. ' 1 { ,
2959. Bl/ the Ohai1·man.-That was a diffei~bt
thing.
The rate of interest under the Cfedit
Foncier must be 6! per cent. at least for interest
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and sinking fund, for return of principal and
interest. The principal is returned, and there is
the interest upon it. It cannot 00 less' than 6~
per cent. now.
2960. By Mr. Alitc.ltell.-All the shire loans
are 6 per cent.
.
2961. By the Chairmcm.-So much has to be
put in for interest and so much for sinking fund,
,and if you borrow at a bigger price you have to
pay a bigger rate.
2962. By Mr. Warde. -You. still have to Bet
~side the Ii per cent. for sinking fund.
I take
It you would be agreeable to that 1-Yeg;
2963. As the Chairman suggests, it might be
5 per cent. That would be 6! per cent. Would
you be agreeable to that ~-Yes.
2964. I think we might suggest that the Government might consider the suggestion in regard
to some of those cool stores that are not paying '/
-By disposing of them to a company.
.
2965. Have you any other suggestion to make 1
-There is the matter of a special case for pears.
Doncaster is very much interested in the export
of pears to the other States. Under the present
Act we must use the standard case, which is unsuitable to the trade. Pears do not pack well
into it; it is a bit ,too, heavy. Although it is
bigger it is no stronger than a smaller case; in
fact, it is weaker t.han a smaller case would be.
We want a stronger case rather than a weaker
one. The old case before the Case Act came in
compelling us to usc this 6-inch width case was
5i inches wide.
It is a fraction over ! of (1
standard bushel. Fruit packed in one of those
cases went to Sydney in far better order than
it has since done in the 6-inch bushel case. We,
are told by the Sydney agents that the buyers
there will give as much within a very small fraction for a 5J.-inch case, that is ! of a bushel, as
they will for a full 6 inch, a full bushel case,
because the fruit lands in better condition.
2966. How do you account for that 1-There lS
a greater weight of fruit in the weak case, and
it gets more damaged.
The same amount of
handling will do more damage in the larger than
in the smaller package.
2967. Do you agree that the fruit is not handled
as tenderly as it might be by the Railway Department 1-It is not-nor on the wharf eitheranything but as tenderly as it ought to be.
There is no one but a fruit-grower who undersLands how fruit, especially, pears, should be
ha:ndled. If a pear receives a bruise in the green
state it is practica:Ily worthless, where'as an apple
under the same circumstance would be eatable.
It is want of knowledge that causes the damage
in connexion with handling. It would 00 very
hard to train these people up.
2968. The man who directs them should have
practical know ledge 1-We have tried to direct
tlie men on the wharf, but our attempts have
failed.
2969. On the wharf the work is done at so much
an hour, and the overseer or the employer, therefore.. wants to get as much as he can out of his
men. If you want your fruit handled properly
it can be done by proper direction 1:-They can
handle,.,the, fruits well, and do it quickly, too,c.if 3
they like'!' If they tried to avoid damage they
could avoid it. They have not sufficient knowledge to know the damage they are doing.
It
should be drilled into them somehow. Whether
they will ever pick it up or not I do not know,
but am beginning to despair of it.
.
2970. Is there anything else 1-Thei'e is t)he
inspection in Sydney. There used to be a charge
of Id.; there is now a charge of ~d. per case in
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Sydney.
SydMy will charge what Melbourne
If Melbourne
does as a matter of course.
abolished the id. inspection fee upon New South
Wales fruit Sydney would abolish it upon our
fruit. We have s~nt up to 8,000 cases of our
own grown pears 'to Sydney in the one season,
and we have never had a single case condemned:
It, therefore, follows that a very small percentage
of that 8,000 cases has ever' been looked at, and
yet we have to pav id. a case inspection fee.
The various fe.es and charges now tot up on.ordinary fruit to 29. pd. expenses per case.
2971. By Mr. Warde.-What does it cost for
the London market 1-About 61>.
2972. By the Ghairman.-What does it cost for
inspection now?-Half-penny a case.
.
2973. Do yon think that could be reduced 1Yes, it could' be reduced so much that the grower
need not pay anything at all. In many cases the
inspectors are getting paid for doing nothing, the
necessity for inspection being apparently so slight.
2974. Does this inspection fee return a small
or a large revenue 1-That all depends upon the
amount of fruit coming in.
2975. Would it amount to anything-would it
be any tax upon the growers of any consequence 1
-Yes, take our 8,000 cases; it would be about.
£20,
2976. By .Y:r. Afitchell.-':"-£16 13s, for in·
spection.
2977. B:/f the Ghairman.-That. is Il very small
amount ~-There are so many of these small
amounts.
2978. B:/f Afr. Warde.-Is the' charge at each
end 1-No, only at the entering end.
2979. By the Ghairman.-It is a very small
amount of revenue compared with the amount of
inconvenience it" causes t-No one is put to inconvenience at the other end; it is the expense
to the grower who" gets no benefit from it at
all that I am talking of.
2980. Do you think it benefits the consumer 1--Not at all, If it is never looked at. In my case
it does not benefit the consumer, because the fru'"
is not inspecte<i. It is not necessary to do so.
2981. . They put on a certain label, knowing
that the fruit will not be looked at. Could not.
they charge on what is really inspected.
The
charge here in Melbourne On Sydney fruit is put
on for the benefit of this State, is it not?-Yes.
2982. Then this State should bear it-the pub·
lic; the same thing applies to our fruit in Syd'
ney Y-That id.· inspection fee is not -put on fM
my benefit, but for the benefit of the Sydne}
people.
.
2983. Is it put on for the purpose of providing
that fruit of a certain grade shall be there ?-No.
2984. If certain labels were plit on, it would
pass without inspec~ion ~-It has nothing to do
with that. It is under the Insect Pest Bill.
2985. If there is a clean State here, the ill,
spection is of no consequence1-No. Not if it
comes. from an orchard that always puts up clean
fruit. There is a: certain tax on the orchardist
from 'which he gets no benefit whatever.
2986. By Mr. Warde.-Do you think they ought
to discriminate1-I do not see how they can.
298.7. In every business there are a certain
nUm'Defof what they call standard"busi'iiess ' :men
\fliP: l"ook!;'after their business we1f; 'i:Hef'get' a
good name in the market, but there are' also another lot of men who are very careless, and it is
necessary to supervise those careless men 1-Yes,
to a certain extent it is.
2988. At Diamond Creek when I was there an
orchardist ~~s asked. a question of . what he
thought of the harassmg by the inspector.
lie

said, « The inspector is the best friend we have.
The dirty man would. ruin the district in no time
if it was not for the inspector comin~ into the
orchard."
The. good grower keeps hIS orchard
practically fnie, but his neighbour may take no
steps at all. Is not the fruit inspection in this
State a corollary of clean orchards1-No, I do
not think so. Take the case of the fruit fly. It
had been pouring into Victoria before there were
. any inspectors at all, before there was any
DiseaSeS Act. Yet it never took a foothold ill
this State.
The only time it. did take any foothold was after the inspectors were appointed: or
course, I do not blame them for that. I have
been growing fruit a long time, and I am not
frightened of contamination.
2989. Take the original inspection of vineyards, and the steps taken by the Government to
prevent vin-es being contaminated by phylloxera
are a good thing. For instance, the phylloxera
has not r.eached Mildura ~-The·re is no ,efficient
remedy for phylloxera in the vineyard. If a vinegl'ower had a good remedy so that he could keep
his own vineyard clean there would be no necessity for these provisions.
2990. Mildura has no phylloxera to-day. No
vine cuttings or anything likely to introduce
phylloxera are allowed into Mildura.. Do you not
tbink that has a good deal to do with the pre
velltion of pbylloxera reaching there ?-Phylloxera
is different to codlin moth. The gro\ver can deal
with codEn moth in his own orchard, out a
vigneron cannot do that .with phylloxera.
2991. There is an orchard in New South Wales
where there is no thrip. As long as they call
keep thrip' away tbey can be snre of a good year 7
- I f that orchard was fenced in by inspectors
they could not keep the thrip out. It depeuds
entirely upon .the climate-the winter.
2992. Well, here is an illustration of a place
that has not got it.
The same thing occurs
amongst our own orchards. One man may have
a good crop of apples, and across the fence the
other men may have none. How do you account
for it ~-If I am in danger I, am willing to see
the Diseases Act put into operation, but at the
present time I am not in any danger.
2993. B:/f Mr. Warde.. -You want this id. inspection charge transfeinid to the gene~al, public
~ns~ad of .~he ?\cllardi~t baving to pa'y~it ?-If
It IS to be chargea. I thmk the State should pc
it, as it is "for the benefit of the public, and not
of the grower.'
•
.
.
2994. By Mr. HOllan.-You have not to })ilV
that ~d. a case on all fruit ~-Yes, on all fruit.
- Cherries, which have no pest whatever. are
charged just. the same as pears.
2995. When sold locally?-No, when imported
from one State to the other.
2996. By the Ghairman.-There is a disease
kno'wl1 in Ameri ca as "Peach Yellows," which
has wiped ont whole plantations of peaches?-We
have a disease called the "Yallows," but I do
not know whether it is the same.
2997. "Vould you allow any weakness ill our
regulatiol).s which would permit of a disease. of
that nature coming in 1-1 think it is wise to take
precautions to see that no fresb disease comes in.
2998. In connexion with that the regulatio:ii1
provide that peach tre·es shall not be imported
because of this disease: The Department very
frequently gets l)lamed, but on the other hand
if it is doing educational work its experts ~hould
certainly get some credit. .y ou must pay some
attention to the e:l<pert, altlihugh you may not be
altcig~ther convinced that his action is right. If
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there is any efficacy in education at all you must
do that1-Yes, but the greatest expert is the successful grower.
2999. The expert must claim precedence over
every other man. .Have you any other evidenco
you can furnish ~-N o.

Tlu 'witness withdrew.
Adjourned till the following day at 11 o' clock.

THURSDA Y, 4TH MARCH, 1915.
Afe~berg

present:

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Chairman);
Mr. Mitchell,
Mr. Snowball,

Mr. Warde.

George Neville lIyam, canning expert for Cyclone
Pty. Ltd., 459 Swanston-street, Melbourne"
sworn and examined.

3000. JJy the Chairman.-lIow long have you
been engaged in your present busines~ Y-Two
years in this country, about four years in
Am6rica, and previous to that I was in the marketing part of the business in the Old Count.ryin London and LiverpooL
3001. Where were you working in America 1I was not in the same position as I hold now.
I 'was with the firm of Libbey, McNeil, and
Libbey; I' went over there for experience.
Libbey, McNeil, and Libbey were the principals
of the firm, but the business was never worked
under their name: it was worked under the names
of the different c~nning companies.
3002. Wher6 is that situated 1-It was then part
and parcel of what is known as the " Beef Trust,"
and they run a number of canneries all over the
St!'ltes.
3003. What parts of the States were you in 7I was principally in California.
/
, 3004. Were you in San Francisco 1-No. There
are practically no camleries in San Francisco
itself, bfih principally in Selma and Los Angeles.
3005. 'Vhat kind of fruit were yOll interested in
there ~-PracticaJly every kind.~ ; In America the
system is that the canneries generally pack only
one or two varieties; that is to say, a cannery
would be d6voted entirely to peaches or apricots
and pears. For the other fruits, the cherries and
the vegetables, ther6 would be dist.inct factories
situated in the best districts for the supply of
those goods.
They were not centralized in the
country in the States in the same way as here.
3006. Have you prepared a statement which
you can make to the Commission ~-Yes--[Tlze
witneR8 reads the following letter];Canning Department, Cyclone PropriHtuTY Ltd.,
450 S...yanston·street, Melbourne,
4th MRfch, J 915.
The Chairman and :Members.
Royal Commission on Fruit and VegetRhle~,
f\, ' -,
~e31. Melbourne.
GENTLEMBN,
J
It has been frequently noted in the horticultural and
agricultural press that enormous increase in the acreage
of 80ft fruits has taken place in this State during the
past few years, and whilst this' extra acreage has not
yct come iuto bearing, it is causing some alarm amongst
the owners of existing orchards on account of the pQssibility of glutted markets.
lrr~
It is unquestionabH- true that the local fresh fruit
markets are, in norma:l seasons, amply snpplied, aHH· the
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canning and jam factories are also able to obtain all the
supplies that their plants are capable of treating from
tJle immediate neighbourhood of the cities where they are
located.
The cool storing of soft fruits for carriage over long
periods to Europe and America has by no means yet
passed its experimental stages, and cannot be considered
an immediate -solution. Our purpose in offering evidence
before the Commission is to place before you our scheme
for an unlimited extension of the canning facilities of
the State, gradually increasing with the crops. It also
supplies a solution for the grower who is badly situated
as regards transportation, and partially solves the problem of the maintenance of the grower who is waiting for
his trees to come into bearing, by means of yegetable
packing.
System.-l. We equip the grower with a complete plant
on his own' orchard, or we are prepared to equip small
co-operative companies. We erect and start the plant in
each case on very liberal terms, or even on lease in approved cases.
2. We instruct the operator, and maintain a fullyqualified expert, from whom advice may be obtained free
at any time, and who visits all the plants during the
season in order to give any needful assistance. It may
be here noted that a grower who is canning his own
fruit, and is in a position, therefore, to pack it in an
ideal condition, has very little to learn, as he can use a
stereotyped formula for processing.
In the case of
factories situated in cities, a number of extra problems
occur on account of the numerous varieties received and
the varying conditions in which they come to hand, and,
in addition, a good deal of business acumen 18 needed in
buying.
3. 'We llaye erected a complete automatic can-making
plant for the supply of cans to our clients at low rates,
payment for which is not demanded until the fruit is
sold.
4. We undertake the sale of our clients' fruit at a
brokerage of 10 per cent., provi.ded the goods are packed
in accordance with our standards. Samples are freely
taken to see that this is done. We label tbem according
to grade under one registered trade mark. Vegetables
are usually exported.
Labels and present price-lists
are attached.
We would point out several advantages to the grower
and to the consumer which our system offers:1. All the fruit is riper when packed hy the growercanner, or grown adjacent to ~he factory, hence an improved flayour is obtained in the finished product.
2. '''aste tluough loss of fruit in transit is eliminat-;;;r.
3. It is easier and safer to transport canned fruits
than fresh fruits Over long distances or bad roads.
4. Th,e grower is able to can small fruits and berries
which a city factory cannqt possibly turn out in high
quality. We refer l)articularly to raspberries, blackberries, strawberries, &c. A sample bas been brought
to illustrate this point.
5. The establishment of the grower· canner or the small
co·operative or private country factory tends to the in_c.reasc of the rural population. Country to~vns in the
United States of America offer great inducements to
parties willing to establish factories therein. Our ex'perience is that some of our clients who started as
grower-canners are developing into small factories, and
are employing a good deal of labour.
We should like to see the following recommendations
made by your Oommission:1. Free freight on the railways for empty cans. This
is allowed on the New South Wales railways. In Vic·
toria ordinary empties rate is charged, but the whole of
this cbarge falls on the producer.
2. The issue by the Department of Agriculture of regular reports as to the requiremeuts of the export markets. Some useful reports haye appeared spasmodically
already, but such information soon gets out of aate.
3. In readiness for the time when export trade will
have to be more generally undertaken, steps should b"
taken to draw up standards for various grades of canned
fruits. In the United States this work is undertaken
by tb,e~R!\:.ckers' .. Association themselves in tconjun,ctio.1l
with th~prokers, aud has resulted in the grades being
as regular as those of wheat and butter, and ill the goods
being as good financial security. In the absence of any
controlling body here, this work could be undertaken by
the Agricultural Department in consultation with those
interested.' A guarantee of this sort would induce buyers
to look favorably on Victorian products.
4. The extension of Govcrnment assistance to co·operative cauneries on the lines of the assistance granted to
cool stores.
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A schedule showing ~orking costs to a grower·canner
is appended:One ton of peaches is equivalent to 1,200 cans, allow·
ing .for waste, which is not necessarily total loss, as it
is usually convertible into pulp.
Cans, at £5 12s. per 1,000, plus freight .. £6 15 4
3, cwt. sugar, at £24 per ton ..
..
3 12 0
Labour and overhead charges, at Is. dozen
5 0 0
Freight to Melbourne on finished product
1 10 0
Cases, fifty at 9d.
1 17 6
Labelling, 100 dozen, at 3d. dozen
1 5 0

Total cost -

£19 19 10

100 dozen peaches, ,at 8s. (which is a low
price), less 10 per cent. brokerage
£36 0
Less 2! per cent. cash discount
0 18
35

Deduct working costs

2

0
0
0

19 19 10

N~tt ~etur~ for fruit, per ton'
£l~ 2' 2
The grower is well paid if he gets £14 per ton from a
factory; delivered Melbourne, in good condition. As a
, matter, of fact, the average price is about £10.
CYCLONE PTY. LTD.

.

(CANNING DEPARni:ENT),

Per (Signedf G. N. HYAM.

3007. How, much per dozen would he' get from
the wholesaler ?....:....Ss. in a normal year.
.3008, How much would it- cost, to produce 8s.
worth ?-About 5s. per dozen. That applies to
2 lb.-tins of peaches~
3009. Retailers are selling peaches now at 14s.
3d. for 4-lb. tins ?-A 4-lb. tin is not a very usual
size, and, of course, the question of grade comes
in.
_.
3010. A 4-lh. tin costs Is. 3d. 1-1 do not think
you would buy an ordinary 2-lb. tin of a reputable brand under lld. or Is.
3011. I saw peaches in a shop window at Is.
3d. for a 4-lh. tin 1-1 am afraid it would be a
joh line.
3012. It is a reputable grocers' shop. Cherries
were selling at 6~d. for the 2-1h. tin. However,
your estimate is that they eost 5s. ?.:......Yea.
3013. That would enable a man to sell at t,he
price I mentioned 1-Yes. A man who is packing
to 'sell at that price, however, is losing money.
There is no doubt about that; because he can get
over Id. per lb. from the factories for his raw
fruit. A 4-lb. tin would contain about 3 lbs. of
fruit. The fruit is a small item compared with
the sugar and the actual ca.nning 'of the fruit.
All our growers say that they would rather put
ex;tra fruit and. less syrup in.
-3014. Those tins cost the grower 5s. per dozeriY
to' prepare for the market1-Yes.
'
- 3015; And he receives 8s. for them 1-Yes.
3016. If it costs a man 5s. per dozen to prepare a 2-lh. tin for the market. that would represent 5d. per tin, so a 4-lh. tin could be sold,
and at a decelit profit, for Is. 3d., could it noM
-=-The working oost of the 4-lh. tin would be very
little in excess 6f the 2-lb. tin.
3017. But if a 4-lb. tin were sold. at Is. 3d., it
would allow a fair profit, would it not 1-Yes; but
the man would be very 'unwise' to' do it.
He
would' be losing money on the market'rates.
BOl8.0nly by reason of the fact that he would
liot be getting as much as he might-not·on the
cos,t of production 1-1 quite agree that, using the
utIil9st economy, as per the system ird¥ogue in
the factories in the States, a good peach or apricot
could be sold at anything from 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d.
per dozen 2-lb. tins. Although prices have improved a little in the States of recent years, that
was the price that· hel,d .good for a number or
years.
. 3019. By .}'lr. Snowball.-That IS eliminating
all the middle men?-Yes.

3020. Do you think it is possible to eliminate
Ulem ?-You can eliminate them with one exception.
I think you must have a middleman to
market the stuff for the grower, or the upcountry canner.
3021. On your figures, that would represent 10
per cent. ?-Yes. Of course, as business extended,
you could do it for less. There is -no doubt about
that. In the States the brokerage commission
ranged from It to 2~ per cent.
3022. By tlie Chairman.-Do you think a
middleman is satisfied with 10 per cent. ?-I can
assure you that with our present turnover it is
not excessive. We make practically little or
nothing on the marketing; our profit oomes from
leasing or selling the plant.
3023. You are canners, are you not1-No; we
are only acting as brokers, and we supply cans
and machinery.' 3024. By Mr. Snowball.-The 10 per cent. does
not include canning?-Noj that is the brokerage.
3025. By the Chairman.-You are brokers, and
you supply cans 1-Yes, and materials; and, of
course, if we sell to them, we insist on thent_ packing in accordance with our standards to 'get an
even pa'ck.
3026. By Mr. Mitcliell.-Is the cost of fruit
included in your estimate of 5s. per dozen 1-Yes,
5s. would include the fruit. One hundred dozen
can be done for £20, or 4s. per dozen. In a
dozen cans there are about 18 lbs. of raw fruit..
With refere;nce to our system of marketing, I
might· say that we issue to the grower every year
standards, that is to say, we insist on a certain
variety of apricot of a certain size and a certa-in
strength of syrup for variou5 grades. It the firms
pack to those standards, we -undertake to' market
it for theP'l, and we label it with a general label.
3027. How much do those labels cost 1-About
14s. per thousand.
3028. That is for a large orded-Yes.
3029. Would it be for a very large order 1Anything up to 1,000,000.
3030. What do you mean by anything up to
1,000,0001-0ur order for lahels, when we place
it, amounts to about 1,000,000, including the
different grades and the different sizes.
3031. Would you market them with tlWir la1el
on them 1-No.. ';['he fact of the matter.:"l.J~ that
no growers. can pack sufficiently large to establish
their own brand. We thought of aoing that in
the first instance, but theobjedion was raised
that tpe grocer probably got a supply of them,
placed them on the market until they were liked,
and when the time came for him to get any more,
he could, not get them hecause his supply was
small, so we adopted the system of getting the
grower to can in accordance with standards, and
of labelling them with· a general label. I might
say that the system for the fa<;:tories in the United
States of America, particularly the smaller fac·
tories, is to sell the whole of their pack through
a broker unlabelled, and then either the broker
or the wholiJsale grocer, or the grooer hiinself, puts
on his own label. There are very few factories
running their own brand-only very large factories.
3032. B1f the Chairman.- The tins which VOU'
rt
have handed to us are 2-lb. tins 1--,-y,es.
'VT9V
3033. Why do you call them 2-lb. tins, when
there is only 30 oz. in them1-Practically all the
firms are coming down to that. Of cour:se, these
tins are made to a recognised standard size. You
can get 2 lbs. in a 30 oz. tin, but you 'have to.
exercise a great deal of care. Packers found it
difficu·lt to' get 32 oz. in, so they reduced 'it to
30 oz.'
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3034. By Afr. Snowball.-Why could not you
have made the tins larger so as. to accommo~ate
the extra 2 oz. ~-Oertain machmery comes mto
the question then. All the sizes that are use:!
here are based on American standards.
ThIs
particular can is cailed 2{. The American~ use
"a slightly larger can, called No.3, almost entITel~.
3035. By the Chairman.-You buy your frUIt
from the grower at 16 oz. to the lb. ?-We do
not buy any fruit at all. All these are put up by
the grower himself.
.
3036. They call those 2-lb. tms, and they confain only 30 oz., or 2 oz. short ~-rrhey should
never be called 2-lb. cans. In the States they
are known as 2~. It has nothing to do withpoundage at all.
.
3037. Why are -t.hey called 2i 1-That is the
trade term for them. This can-[l'l'oduced}-'-Is
JaIled No.2.
3038. Is that supposed to be a 2-lb. can also 1
-No, that is a. ve~etable can. There are no net
weights for vegetables.
-f
b039. Why cannot those tins be. made the full
size 1-.-:...They can, but the trouble IS, that we are
dependent on the States for machinery, to a
large extAnt. As time goes on, and. a grower
blossoms out a little, and wants to mstal mao
chinery for handling the cans, if he 11:ses a dif·
ferent size can it is very difficult to get the
machine for it.
3040. The "'take down" is pretty general at
that rate ~-It is universal.
3041. It "is a take down 1-1 think' the retail
grocer is a little at fault in the matter.
HI'!
generally calls it a 2-lb .. tin, . but . around the
trade it is always called a No.2! tm.
3042. The point is that .they were originally
2-lb. cans, and contained the full weight, just the
same as in the case of tobacco tms, but when all
extra duty is put on, or when the traders want
to make an extra profit they reduce the amount
of fruit in each can, reduce the size of the can,
and still sell it under the original deslgll~tion~
There might be something in that. I mlg~t say
\iliat it means no extra profit for us. We SImply
tall into line with the practice of the trade.
3043. But the public suffers; some one comes
along, makes a smaller can; and sells it at a lower
price thitlf the price of the big ca~, and ·the public thinlr' they are buying full ,VOIght ?-I wouln
like to say that in s~ven out of everr ten ~ana
of our own packing, and everyone e:lse s .packlllg.
you will find the full 32 oz., espeCIally Ill' some
It comes about in this way: If you PUl
lines.
up fruit, especially apricots and peaches, that will
float in cans that fruit is finer, of a better grade,
but still yo~ cannot get so ml!ch of it .in ~he
can.
If you fill your cans WIth small mferIor
goods you might. get considerably. over 2 lbs. lIe;
tbell. Take thIS can of cherrIes) for example
-!:p"l)duces can]. Those being small, and fairly
heavy in themselves, have sunk,. and I should
imagine there is a good 2 lbs. w<;lght there
3044. As a matter of fact, it is not judged hv
the net weight of the fruit, but. by the meas~re"
ment of the can itself 1-That IS so.
I mIght
say" ~hat if YQ}1:, wanted to' have 2 lbs. weig~t in
every can Y0)J,,?would have: tq have a,Lshghtly
larger can for some grades of peaches. -,
3045. \Ve are not talking aoout that just now.
The point is, that the tin which is called a. 2-1b.
tin-the standard tin-holds only 30 oz. I-I am
afraid we must put that down to the Americans.
3046. And because there is fraud in America,
we have to introduce it here 1-The trouble! is
that here the business is. not suffiCiently large.·for
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to make our own machines as yet. As' a mat·
ter of fact, we have had t~ import nearl~ a~l the
,:an making machinery whICh we .are pnnCIpally
interested in. We have had to Import a good
many lines and it would be very awkward' if
we altered 'the size of them. We would have to
pay considerably more for them if we could get
them at all.
3047. By lfr. Snowball.-You could not make
them here because of the patent rights attached 1
-That is so.
'
3048. The reason why the actual weight is not
put on the tin is because of the requirements of
t.he local Pure Foods Act ~-That is so.
We
would be perfectly entitled to sell that tin if we
put 24 ozs. on. If any alteration were made I
should suggest that it should be stipulated that
a certain weight of fruit, drained, should be ~ut
into the can.
Some of the States of Amenca
have that provision, because, in the 'case o~ a
number of fruits, you can make up the weIght
with the syrup itself, and people do not want a
small proportion of fruit and a lot of syrup.
3049. By the Chairman.-But in the first place,
why is not the can the standard measurement fa):
32 ozs. ~-The only thing I can put it down is, as
I said before, that they are following American
practices, and using American machi?ery ..
3050. Is this labeI-[produced]-prmted III t.l16
country V-Yes.
3051. It is a good label, is it not V-Yes. We
get the whole of them done here.
3052. With reference to the making of cans,
do you cut the- tin down here7-Yes. We import
the plate, of course. In every other respect we
make it ourselves.
3053. Is any tin plate made in Australia~
None at alL Lately there has been som~ suggestionthat it should be made here-at Llthgo'v
and Newcastle.
3054. There would be a very large demand,
would there not?-I suppose we use in the season
from 7,000 to 8,000 boxes~a oox being equivalent
to about 1 cwt., and the majority of . the city
factories would be using something tne same.
Some of the boxes weigh more than 2 cwt. in
fact-according to the f;lize of the plate.
3055. There would be a very large. demand in
Australia for the tin 1-There is bound to be.
'Ve have both iron. and tin, and it is Simply 11
matter of getting it rolled.
3056. You are able to stamp the tin out 1Y;j.s.
3057. And put it togethed-Yes, we put it
together. It is done in one operation with the
automatic machine, 'with the exception of the top.
3058. You have the whole top-you have nOL
a piece in the conted-That is what is known as
the solderless can. We adopted it. here because
it is far easier for the grower. Thls-[prod'uced]
-is a cataloO'ue of ours, which illustrates a small
machine forb crimping them on.
That is the
machine that the grower has up country.
3059. That is' for putting all the center piece '{
-No, for putting on the whole top.
3060. Is there another machine for soldering1There is no soldering at all, except 011 the side
seam, which we do ourselves.
306~. '(They 'are forced on ~-Yes, they ~re
curled ~ver 'like this-[indicati11.g].
3062. Is this the only class you use 1-We use
what is known as No.6 .. that is what the grocers
call the 6-1b. jam can; we use the 2i; we use
the No. 2 yegetable; the 27 oz. jam; we use the
No.1 vegetable, which is just a little over half
the size of this; tin-[i~dicatin[j ]--and we make
a 13 oz. can for jam.
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3063. Do you make any jam.1-We do not
make any jam .ourselves, but we supply cans for
jam makers.
3064. How does jam stand as far as its weight
in the tin is concerued 1-It is always up to
weight.
3065. But as far as the consistency of jams is
concerned, are all jams much about the same'1No, they vary slightly. A close jam, such as
apple jam, or honey, which is sometimes packed
in jam tins, will weigh more, bulk for bulk, than
such a jam as melon, or any of the plum jams.
3066. You referred to a 27-oz. tin just now.
What is that 27-oz. tin ~-That is a purely loeal
size; we do not know it in America at all. That
No. 2 vegetable can is the American can, and
that will hold 30 ozs. of jam.
.
3067. This 27-oz. tin looks like a 2-lb. tin 7_
For 2 Ibs. you would want a tin q)most of this
size--[indicatingl
3068. But 27 ozs. is such an uneven number-it is not an even fraction of 16 ozs.-~that the
obJ'ect must be to deceive ~-I am afraid that was

exception of the fittings, the thermometers, steam
gauges. and such like things, which have to be imported from America..
3078. And the peelers ?-They are all American
patents.
3079. There does not seem ·to be very much in
them; they are simply knives, are they not 1- .
They are patented, as a rule, although they are
not very costly. The ma.chine peeler!'; are more
elaborate, and are all fully protected by patents.
3080. Do you give any instructions as to the
erection of these plants!-Yes; we actually work
them for the buyers for tIle first day or two.
3081. The price of a complete plant according
to this catalogue is £70, with two retorts--does
that £70 include the seamed-I think so.
3082. By Mr. Mitchell.-What would that
plant turn ouU-That would ,cater for about 20
acres of orchard.
3083. Ell the Ohairman.-What would be the
capacity 'of it per week ~-It would depend on
what the, man was treating.
For aprieots it
would he up to 4 tons, per da.y; for pears it would
come down to 2! to 3 tons. It is a longer proinaugurated before I landed here.
cess, providing. of course, that the man had the
3069. The 27-oz. tin is intended to take the labour to prepare the fruit, and put them in the
pu~l~c down, and it is the result, mostly of com- cans.
petltIOn, some one trying to undercut. ~nd the
3084. Do you have anything to do with plants .
others coming down to meet him ~- Undoubtedly for drying purposes 7-No; I do not think much
bhat was' the original intention.
I think the of the dried fruit proposition, exeept as far a"
27-oz. can was really brought into existence be- apples are concerned. I agree that there is plenty
fore they insisted on net weight. 'Take a city jam of scope for dried apples. In Mildura, and the
factory, .n it has installed a can-ml!-king plant, north, the climate is so good tliat an evaporator
for such things,as apricots or peaches is not essenand certam other macllinery for treatinO' its stuff
it d~es not like to rerap, probably, a lot of ex~ tial. They can now turn out a fine sample of
penSIVe machinery, and that applies to all .. be- fruit in Mildura, and those-other places, without
cause they are. all mll.kinC' the same size cans,
an evaporator, with ordinary sun drying.
3070. The man who ~ells jam in the way re3085. That is because of the climate~-Yes.
fer red to is :committing fraud iust as mueh as a
3086. In the districts round about ¥elbourne,
man who is selling fruit, and gives light weight 7 you would want evaporators '-Undoubtedly. If
-:1 think that the public are perfeetly conversant they get any rain during the proce&S of drying it
wlth the 27-oz. jam tin by now. Undoubtedly spoils the whole crop. For apples, an evaporator
bhe price would go up, if they were made to pu't is absolut.ely essential.
.
the full weight in.
3087. Do pears evaporate readily~-They will
3071. Then some one would come along in a evaporate, but they are not favoured by the conlittle whil~ with a 26-oz. tin 1-1 think the grocers sumers to any great extent.
would stop that. I am almost confident of t.hat.
3088. Is there any percentage of loss 0'£ fruit-,3072. With reference to. the machin.ery used in not loss in weight-in evaporation ~-There should
.
your factory. Is £IH, Cydone Double-seamer an not be any loss at all.
imported machine 1-N'o; we are maklng it partly
3089. No loss in any fruit 1-No; no 10's8 in any
.
ll." ,
ourselves, and it is partly made in Sydney. It is fruit.'
an Australia.n machine.
3090. Is there no loss. in dried apples ~-The
3073. Are there any imported machines :as loss there, of conrse, is in the weight, through the
against Australian machines V-No. That is tuU!y skins and the (lares. Of course, I might say that
protected by patents.
Those machines were evaporation by means either of an evaporating
rather elaborate, but after a good deal of work machine or a house, is rather more teehnical than
we managed to cut them down so as to bring them canning. There is one thing which ought to be
down to a machine that could be propelled by established in this country, and that is prune
hand, and sold at a reasonable price. The cost evaporation. You cannot get a high grade prune
of the original machine was something about £60 sun dried. If you take a sample of our Mildura
landed in Melbourne.
prunes, you will find they are rather dull, and
3074. These are £151-Yes. Of C0111'se, we jf you take a sample of the imported prunes, you
will find that they are clear, and are nicer in apsimplified it a good deal.
.
.
pearance, and that is because praetically _ the
~075. What ~s the full length of that. machme 1 whole of the imported prunes are evaporated.
- I t stands 27 lllches :tram the block !t IS clamped,
3091. Have you had any experience in
on.
evaporating prunes 1-A little.
3076. Is there any chance .of bringi 1.g those
3092. Is any evaporation done by machinery in
within a reasonable price; there is very little in Victoria 1-1 do not think there is a single pr,!,!ne
it 1--There are two patents that royaltie's have to evaporator in the country.
\',;W
~\,: [<;
be~paid on, and that forces the price u:p:r'
3093. Are they worth any more than the surl3077. What other machines do you use in con- dried prune?",-Yes; Jhe appearanc~ is so much
nexion with your industry ~-The most essential better, and the flavour is rather ~mproved, too.
parts are the retorts you see illustrated there. I should say the17e ':'Iould be a dlfference of, at
In the first instance, we had to import, and we least 2d. per lb. retail.
.
3094. Those evaporators oould be establIshed
imported a stock which we still hav~ a remnant
of, but for the future we are making arrange- anyr; where 1-:--Yes. I ha.ve'. 3ee:r;the French
ment3 to manufacture them ourselves, with the people do theIr prune 6vaporatlllg m a very rough

"
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and ready style, which has. been in existence, I
for ~u!1dreds of years. They put them
m an oven s1l1111ar to a baker's oven; that is to
say, they generate heat first, and put them in.
As in the case of a baker, a man needs to serve
a long apprenticeship to such a method.
3095. Still, an evaporator, as long as it is accurate, could be made anywhere?·-Yes; it is only
a matter of brickwork and flues, with the add!tion of gauges and alarm thermometers.
3096. Bakers' ovens keep the heat at a certain
temperature 1--The French people know that· by
long experience, just in the same way as the oldfashioned baker does.
3097. There was an oven exhibited at one of
the shows last year, and it kept the heat at, an
exact 'thing. It stood above the ground ~-That
is quite feasible.
3098. It would be easy to establish an evaporator, just aa easy as it would be to make an in?ubator, which has to keep an exact heat, would
It not 1-Yes. The system on which it acts is as
follows. An alarm thermometer is fixed on, and
is electrically connected, and whim the heat rises
or falls, it opens or shuts the flue.
3099. Those could be made locally 1-Easily,
ex.cep~ the thermometer.s.
We cannot get any
sCIentrfic glass, of which we use a fair amount
here. Unfortunately, the majority of it comes
from Germany.
.
3100. Do you do any bottling 1-Some of our
clien~ bottle, but to a very small extent. I am
speakmg generally, of course, but the public will
not pay the price for bottled stuff.
Bottles
equivalent to this size-[producing sample Jwould cost at the very least 3td., and they will not
pay the 3id.
3101. What is the quality of the glass in the
bottle that you get1-UIifortunately, we have not
been able to' discover a very good quality of bottle
over. here-that is to say, a good clear bottle.
Th~ bottle that they make here is ,good enough for
ordInary commercial purposes, although the price
is rather high.
3102. We had one witness before us. the Government bottler, who is a lady, ana' she said
that she found a difference between the American
glass an~ ~he glass made locally. She said that a
great nuffiber of the wcally made bottles broke,
and were not fit to be used again, but the
American bottles could be. used over and over
again; that the locally made bOttles would not
stand the heat. Have you' had that experience?
-Yes; I have had that experience personally. If
you hold up the locally made bottles, you will see
flaws in the glass, it is not quite clear; but if you
hold up ,a good 'American 'bottle, or German
bottle, you will find it is perfectly clear, almost
as clear as the glass on this table, It seems to
n;te that if there i~ a flaw in the glass, the expanSIOn and contractIOn caused bv the heat have a
tendency to break it.
3103. The colour of the locally made bottle is
not so good 1-No.
3104. Ha.ve you bought American boWes 7Yes; Amencan bottles are slightly dearer than
lqcally made .bottles.
'3105. We ~;re informed py the Department
that the price of the American half-gallQn bottles
was Is. 4~d., and the price for the colonially made
bottles, holding the same quantity, was 7d. to 8d, 1
-Of .c~urse, they were probably basing it on
quantitres. The Melbourne Glass Bottle Company will supply anyone, I think, with twen.tyone gross lots, or some quantity like that, at a
fairly cheap rate. When you come to .f,;,buy
~uprose,

J
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bottles, on account of the difference in price between a large quantity of imported bottles and
a large quantity of 10cal bottle,s, the local bottles
have the preference every time.
3106. Do you know the Mason bottle 1-Yes:
the term "}'fason bottle" is used to signify ~
pattern made by both local people and the
Americans.
.3107. Can you compare the imported bottle
WIth the local one 1-The same objection is raised
that the glass is not so clear. I sometimes get
orders from people who wish to exhibit at ahows;
and, of course, they want the clearest of glass,
and they do not mind paying the price for it;
consequently we have to fall back on tlie
Americans.
3108. Do you know anything about glass 1-No.
3109. The lfelbourne glass bottle p80ple make
medicine bottles to supply the different chemists
with, an,d the colour of the medicine bottle glass
would be quite suitable for jam jars, but apparently
yon cannot get jam jars made from the same glass,
and the glass is produced here 1-Tha,t is apparently so. I was wondering whether it was
not in the process of blowing, or in the process
of manufacturing the bottle that the fault takes
place. This-[producing same ]-is a good class
of jar, and it is locally made.
3110. Where was that made 1-They were provided by one of our clients, and I do not know
where he bought them. I am judging by the
bop that it is locally made, because it generally
has" Made in U.S.A." on the top, if it is made
there.
3111. Have you any local bottles with glass
tops1-No.
31'12. You prefer glass tops for show purposes j
-Undoubtedly.
3113.~ At all events, what you desire in connexion witb this industry is a bottle of clear white
finished glass with· a glass top ?-Yes. If there
are any flaws in· the glass it spoils the appearance
of the fruit altogether. It seems to me that the
local people make a better small-sized bottle than
a large bottle. That is why I think it is something in the method of blowing that causes the
flaw. There is nothing much wrong with the
sample I produced, and I am almost confident
that it is a locally-made jar.
3114. What is wanted, at any rate, is a locallymade glass bottle that could be used oath for
s}l"ow purposes and for sale purposes 1-Yes, and
as far as they are for sale purposes to the general
trade it would be better if the price came down
a little. I would like to draw the attention of
the Commission to this sample-[prod'llces sample].
Raspberries and fruit of that description have to
be picked in the container they are going to re:nain in. That is to retain the shape as you see
It there.
That is just an ordimiry stock line of
ours.
3115. How do you clean them ?-They are prac..
tica11y clean. Of course, you have to chance a
little dust.
3116. To preserve the fruit properly, it has t.o
be put into that container and kept in there
and I!0~ iii;,quche"d again 1--That is so.·
'
3117. Does'handling hurt it1-Yes, and there
, is the weight of the fruit itself. If you put two
or three layers of fruit on top of one an6ther the
bottom ones become crushed with their weight.
3118. Do you use a very strong syrup1-No, a
very light syrup. We impregnate the fruit beforo
we process it; that is to say, we pour over them
a very h~avy syrup cold, and allow them to take
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up as much sugar as they can. We then pour have no difficulty with your butter. The grades
that off, fill it with plain water, and then pro- are pretty much the same whether it is obtained
'cess it.
in Gippsland or the north.
3132. To do that kind of thing, it would be
3119. In the case of a fruit of that description-afruit which is liable to injury-would it necessary to have the grading in the hands of
In
not. be bet~r .to have a heavy syrup on account one set of individuals all the time ?-Yes.
of Its sustammg powers ?-If you use a heavy America, of course, it is in the hands of the
syrup it forms 'a conserve-it becomcs, almost a Packers Association and the brokers, who meet
once a year, and make any needful alterations.
jam.
3133. Then you think it would be an advantage
3120. The public like heavy syrup, according to
if the Government took charge of this ques'tion of
statem~nts m~de to us ~-I have had 'a good many
complalllts WIth regard to the syrup being too grading ~-Of course, there are no bodies here
heavy. Our idea is that you can always add to similar to the Packers Association, as far as I
.
the sweetness of anything, but you cannot sub- know.
3134.
Grading,
if done by the Government,
tract it. \Ve use a normal syrup.
.
'
3121. What are the conditions under which would be perfectly free from either the influenee
people work in this industry-wages and other of the grower or any o,ne else-much more than'
conditions ~-The Jam Factories Award does 110~ an association would ~<--Yes.
3135. With regard to the question of empty
extend right into the country-only to Bendigo
cans, you alluded to free freight. What do you
and Ballarat.
,
3122. Does it extend to your place1-We are mean by thaH:-1n New South Wales you may
only confined to the Tinsmiths Board.
Of send empty cans from Sydney into' the country
course, in Mildura they have the rural workers' free. I believe that was inaugurated by the con-,
densed milk people.
.
log of rates.
3136. Those are new cans ?-Yes.
3123. You say you had some experience in Eng3137. You can send them into a factory ~-To
land in connexion with the manufacturing part a factory, or from it, so long as they are empty.
of the business'?-I had more experience there in
3138. Is it restricted to factories ~-Ro, private
connexion with the sale of the stuff'. The firm individuals have the same privilege.
I was connected with were agents for American
3139, Supposing a man got them for retail purcanned stuff. At the same' time I certainly saw poses, would he get them up by train free 01
a little of the loca,l manufacturing condi.tions.
freight 1-Yes, but the market would be
3124. Is there any difficulty in getting the ear sman in the a.verage country districts.
of the agent in England for the purpose of sellin!>
3140. That does not seem to be a propositioll
an article manufactured here, or have you to which would meet with general approval, liecause
belong to a combination 7-1 do not think there other people would have to pay for the carriage
is any combination as regards canned products.
of the free cans. You wish to do in your busi3125. Do you think there is a combination in ness what is done in connexion with brewerie&the fruit business ~-1 believe so.
the railways return hogsheads at a. nominal r'ate 1
3126. You have no personal knowledge Of it?- -Yes. I might say that they allow us to send'
It is' eight years since I was around Covent them now at the ordinary "empties" rate, ,hut
Garden.
there is a specific amount which has. to come' nut'
3127. Did they have close co-operation', when of the growers' ·pocket. He is actually the man·
We do not pay, neither does; the'
you were there 7-1t was not advertised, but we who pays.
consumer.
had every reason to believe that there was.
3141. Is not the consumer the man who pays t
3128. With regard to marketing, do you think
-No,
because the growers' prices are, regulated
that some of our tropical canned fruits would be
able to find a market in other parts of the world 1 by the city factories, who have not' got those
<cT
-Yes, undoubtedly, but you will have to adopt double freights.
3142. But the city factot'ies have the freight: Lo
some system of grading.
We have adopted it
in a small way ourselves, but the average factory pay on the. stuff "down to the factories.1---"They
pack vari-es a good deal in grade. The EnglisliO make the growers pay that.
3143. They do if they can, but they cannot dQ
market is so used to receiving American stuff
well graded that I think it would be difficult it as! a rule--it is a question of, competition.
to ship any ungraded stuff on the market. If Wheat at a country station is worth so much less
you can sell a certain quantity of extra standard at that station than in Melbourne-freight has
peacbes, say, and guarantee that the next lot to be added ?-Unfortunately, there is practically
will be equal to them, I tbink they will buy them. no competition in a normal year. In a year like
At the present time, of course, the English prices this, of course, there is competition.
3144. By Mr. l~fitchell.-Ill any case the purare not as good as the local prices if you deduct
chase~ would have to pay the freight on th'l
freight.
3129. As long as the fruit is graded, and the finished article1-Y-es, he always has to pay that.
3~45. He-would have to pay everything 7-T
grade
be relied on, it will find a ready marbelieve they make a substantial ,reduction or give
ket
3130. Do you think the grade_ ought to be practically free freight for wheat bags, but I am
marked on the face of the article 7-1 certainly not certain on t·hat point.
3146. By the Ohairman.-;They do in some
think so. In America they use seven terms. We
ha\'i\'l.; adqpted four here-" Extra," J l ' ' ' extra- articles 011 the railways. On return:ed " emptiel?~(lr,
stal!dard,:' "standard," and "cookingt:li. It is ilie freight is something lower tliarl. it is 'other-,
hardly necessary to mention the seven American . wise-it is quite nominal1-Wealready get the
grades. . What I would like to see is the people " empties" rate. That certainly means a good
who are interested in canning, in conjunction, many pounds on .the man's crop.
3147. What you want is a totally, differ-eut
perhaps, with the Government, fix grades when
the, time comes for export, or in advance of the thing. If you could do that kind of .thing in
connexion with jam, would: it not be just as'
time for. export.
3131. You would have them fix a standard fair. for' those. connected with .other industries to
grade, and keep to that standard ~-Yes. 'You claim the same privilege 7-1 should say that it
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you want t-o establish factories in the country it
will be essential to allow raw material to go 'it
a very low rate.
3uB. There may have to be certain reductions
made in the case of raw material, hut the question of equality comes in with regard to your
pmposition. What in connexion with one
article you would have to do in connexion with
II number of others.
Fruit cases. are returned as
empties" now under certain conditions, and
milk cans also, hut you are asking that new
material on which profit is to' he made as the
result of sales should go up free. You are practically giving the man who is making them an
agency in every country district, hecause you are
allowing him to deliver goods free of cost.1-It
does not affect us onc way or the other. It is
the grower-canner I am applying for principally.
They pointed out to us that the freight on the
empty cans is a decided item.
3149. What is the freight on the empty cans 7
-It varies from district to district.
For inc
stance, in the case of Mildura it is pretty high;
it works out to about .£2 per ton. . I am not
quite certain about it.
3150. It is a very small item, IS it not 1About 500 cans go to
cwt.
315 L That is actual weight?-Yes. Of course,
we tTenerally manage to make up .a truck load.
3152. By Mr. Warde.-Would not these charges
in ,any case be passed on to the l?ublic when they
bought ·these goods ~-It is the CIty factories that
fix the price.
3153. Yes; and they fix a price to give them a
profit after meeting all charges ?.....:.Yea.
.3154. I cannot see how anyone 'can say that
the public does not pay the whole of these
charges 1-0f course, we only sell as brokers on
behalf of the growers who can, and the price is
fixed by what the city ·factories sell at. Therefore, the. grower who is canning, in addition to
ordinary expenses, has the expense of freight,
which is consequently an extra charge upon him
which does not apply to. city factories. He also
has the extra frClght on his sugar, but as. sugar
may be used in other ways by co.nsumers,' we do
not ask f~r a concessio.n in regard to it.
3155. Take your own firm-you fix the price so
as to. ll}ave a trade profit after :a11 these charges
have been met 1-We are 'bro.kers; we do not buy
any fruit at all; and as the price is fixed by the
Melbourne factories . delivered in 'Melbourne, the
man in the Goulburn Va.lley, only gets the same
price as the men who cart their stuff in.
3156. But if the freights . were reducod, would
it· not be a 'fair thing to reduce prices aIsoto
the public, as it would cos£ The growers less to
pnt their stuff on the matket1--':Undoubfedly.
3157. But, apparently, you want the growers
to have their -stuff carried by the railways foy
practically nothing, while you still get the same
profit 1-No; our profit does not come out of tlie
freight at all. but out of .the goods we supply, .
and the leasing of the plants. We supply the
grower with the cans, and when he has canned
his ShIff, we make him·an 'Offer to sell it for him,
andlflwe contend, that the freight upon the empty
c&:riS falls entirely upon the grower as an extra
charge. It dO!ls not affect U$ one way or the
other, and we are simply asking for this on behalf of t.11e growers, our clients.
. 3158. By the Ohairman.-You ask us to put
the growers hi the country districts in such a position tha.t they shall· no.t have any more expense
than those near the city-that is tho.se whot are
canning fruit ~-That is precisely the position.
If
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3159. It. is a difficult matter, but something is
already done in that direction in connexion with
other articles 1-1 believe that is so.
3160. By Ilfr. Jvarde.-Are there not low rates
for viticultural products ?""':'Yes; hut these goods
pay the ordinary merchandise rates.
3161. By Nr. Snowball.-And you ask for the
lower rates ~-Yes.
.
3162. Would not the adoption of your suggestion have a tendency to centralize in Melbourne
the preparation of all such tinware 1-Yes.
3163. And it would kill all manufacture of
these cans in the country 1-lt is impossible for
any factory to manufacture thes,s cans unless they
have a very large area to work on.
3164. But you do it for your customers7-Yes;
a~d our output is equivalent, I suppose, to that
of the South Yarra factory.
3165. Would it be possible to have a successful
ca.n manufactory at Mildura 1-1 do not think so
at present as the output would not be suffici~nt to
justify it.
31G6. By Mr. Warde.-Do you mean a complete
canning factory 1-N0; I am referring merely to
a can-making plant.
3167. By the Chairman.-If a fmit-grower now
sends fresh fruit down, he gets an allowance upon
the empty cases returning, but if he determines to
manufacture in a country district, then he has
to pay to added cost of the freight upon the raw
materials that he requires, and which freight is
not paid by factories in the city 1~That is so.
3168. And·that very rehate upon empties gives
a man in the city an extra profit1-Yoo.
3169. Otherwise he would have to pay the
whole cost of returning the case 1-Yes .
3170. By Mr. Snowball.-Might it not reduce
the cost of jam to some extent7-It might.
.3171. By Itlr. Wa,·de.-Would not this proposal
gIve a complete hold to these firms in the city
seeing that there w{)uld be no encouragement ~
start manufacturing in the country districts 7-1
cannot say.
3172 .. By. the Ohairman.-At any rate, your
suggestIon IS that there should be a concession on
the cans sent to growers in the country dif>tricts?
-Yes; I suggest that there should be low freights
on, the same lines as have been adopted hy the
New South Wales Government. Of oourse as I
have pointed out, it aoes not affect us per~~nally
one way or the othe,r.
'ft3173. By lVr. Snowball.-Do you want it both
ways 1-No; only on the empty cans. .
3174. Y<ou ~ay.tha£ new cans should go up to
the country dIstrIcts to be filled at a specially low
rate1-Yes.
.
3175. By the Ohai:rman.-And you say they
have this concession in New South 'Vales 1-Yes,
I believe they are absolutely free there.
3176. By Mr. j1fitchell.-Do you say that the
price of cans is fixed by the Melbourne fac"tories ¥
-Yes; because their o.utput is so much greater
than ours.
3177 .. And you say tl1at a cannery in the country would have to pay freight on its empty. tins,
and then, after filling those tins, would have to
pay the freight back to town, and then'sell their
stn!f at the same price as t.he Melbourne factories,
whwh have not to pay any freight at all ?-Yes.
3178. Therefore,. the' man in the country pays,
and not· the consumer 7-Undoubtedly that is so.
3179. By, the Oh,airmfM~.-Because he has to
compete against the Melbourne men 1-Yes.
3180. By Mr. Mitchell.-Would you consider it
advisable to have canneries ill Closer Settlement
districts, such as Rochester 7-Yes.
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3181. Would you suggest a cannery such as you
have suggested for 20-acre orchards, or a cooperative cannery f·or the whole settlement ~-In
the case of Closer Settlement districts where as
a rule, capital is rather scarce: I s.ho~ld suO'gest
that a small co-operative factory would be by far
the best. The mistake usually made is in establishing a big factory too far away from the
growers. Take the Rochester' district, for example, there are three settlements, each wme distance away from the. town, and I would suggest
a small factory in each settlement 'rather than one
in the town to supply the three settlements. If
you have to cart your fruit any distance, you lose
a great deal, both in quality and in actual waste,
quite apart from the loss of the grower:;/ time in
carting.
3182. By the Chairman.-Would you suggest
t.hat each of those factories should have a label of
its own, and pack a grade of its own Y-By no
means. They should all pack the same grade,
and label it, "RClchester brand," or something of
that kind.
3183. I thought you said there was an objection
t{) that, as the trade did not like. handling such
lines 1-That· argument only applied to very scattered districts, but I should say that, with the
number of orchards being plant.;'d out in the
Rochester district, that that objection would not
apply.
3184. B'I/ Mr. Warde.-I understood tba.t statement to re'fer to the o,ersea shipments1-Yes; but
to local distribution also. No doubt. it, would
apply on the English market, becau~ethe buyers
there want to buy their stuff unlabelled.
3185. You suggest three factories, but do you
think that would be the most economical way in
which to start the canning industry there1-Yes,
undoubtedly. They could start in a small way
first, with a canning plant, which could do about
4! tons per day, and then, with very little extra
expense, they could go on adding to it until they
could put through hundreds of tons daily.
3186. By the Chairman.-I understand that
your canning output is about 4 tons a day1-Yes;
but that is only one plant, of course.
~187: By hlr. Warde.---:Se~ing that they are
gomgm so largely for frUit m these settlements
at Rochester, do not you think that, in a few
years' time, when their trees commence to bear,
that th;ere will be sufficient scope for the erection
of a plant, not only for canning, hut also for preparipg the t.ins, and all the other articles required 7-Yell; but, of course, that all depends orrI~
the output. That district., eventually, may all bel
producing fruit and vegetables, and will be one of
the largest producing districts in the State, and
equal to any of the producing areas in the neighbourhood of Melbourne.
3188. That being so, do you still adhere to your
suggestion that they should have three separate
factorie8 instead of one large one for the .district 1
-It must always be remembered that a large
amount of waste takes place between the orchard
and the factory, and it is impossible to cart fruit
successfully any distance. In the United States,
they will not cart the fruit more than 4 or 5
miles, whereas I understand some of these settlements at Rochester are 18 miles from the town.
'3'189. But there will be railway 1commu.l1ications
within 6 miles of any of the sCilttlements,~ and, according to evidence I obtained there, 6 miles is
not an unreasonable distance'to cart fruit .. That
being so, do not you think· that, for economic
reasons, a factory atone centre wouid have'a
better. prospect of success ~-Yes; but if they had
to put their- fruit on the rails, it would deteriorate
at once.
.

31,90. But the cartage. would not be more than
6 I?lles, and that should not damage the fruit
senously 1-I presume your idea, is to have one
central factory at :aochester, to whi?h the growers
from the surroundmg settlements mlglit send their
fruit 1
3191. Yes. Then there would be ahout 6 miles
cartage, and, perhaps, 10 or 12 miles oy rail.
Do not you think that would be suitable 1-If tlle
fruit h~s to be sent by rail it will certainly lose
III quahty.
3192. Then, in view of all the circumstances,
you do not think it advisable to establish one
large canne.ry in !,he centre of that district, seeing
that there IS 6 miles cartage from where the truit.
is gro.wn to the railway, and then 10 or 12 miles
by raIl ?-In view of my experience in California,
I should say that one cannery to each settlement
would be preferablt'}. It does not require a very
elaborate building for a cannery, and in California many of these canneries are closed down for
ten months in the year, but are still very profitable.
3193. Now you have four grades of your packed
fruits, I understand 1-Yes.
.
3194. Wh~t is the difference in th.e price, as a
rule 1-The average would be about Is. a dozen in
the various grades.
3195. By the Chairman.-Can you tell us the
cost of your hottles to you 1-1 cannot say exactly; but I think the cost is about 18s. a dozen.
3196. Then that cannot be considered an un-reasonable price by comparison with the prices we
have seen quoted elsewhere 1-That price, of
course, does not include the top or the rings, and
the rings are rather an item.
3197. By Mr. Warde.-What do they cost approximately 1-1 should say the whole thing would
cost about 2s. 6d. a dozen.
3198. By the Chairman.-Whatabout the tins
of the same size 7-1-lb. tins will cost us ald. 3199. And then there is the coved-Yes; that
is a small item. A man could do 300 an hour
comfortably with a machme. It would not mean
more than a farthing. ,
32UO. What about the 2-1h. tins that only contain 30 oz.1-We seH them at about 14s. a gross,
or Is. 3d. a dozen-lid: each.
'
32.o~. 'A~d wh~;-' about the 2.7 -oz. ti~~l~They
cOSet about the same, or pi'lrhaps Id. under.
3202. BiJM<JVarde.-I understand there are
some firms who put the full weIght in. the tins 1Yes, 1 believe w.
.
. 3203 .. Were you at a meeting at whIch the :fixmg of these weIghts was discuSlled'I-No.
_
3204. We have been told that one man who
said hIS weights were correct was ordered out '!Of course, it can be explamed in this way: If
you tske frUIt such as cherrioo, and place them
in these cans, then the cans will contain the full
weIght of 2 lbs., but if you have' aprico~ or
pe<tcnes, then they mIght only weigh 30 oz. If
they are very smaH, "Ghey mIght go the full
weight, but that IS where the difficulty comes Ill.
3~Ufl. By the Uhairman.-Do not you think
the standard measure of 2 Ibs. should be adhered
t-o, as fixed by our IQeasurement tftJyes '1- T:~~tt ig
the most)ogical way; oi;.:fixing the >;I'"ejght. 11.5IO,B!h~
however, ·;that you will not :fix anyt.p.ing that we
canIlot ge~ macllinery for.
,
32U6. Perhaps they will call anot-her meeting,
and fix ten as the dozen in order to give the.m a
little more profit 1-Perhaps.
.
,
3207. By Jrlr. Warde.:-Ill regard to these rubbers,(on the bottles, are they.'used more than onceY.
-They, are .sometimes, hut. it. 'is very unusual; as
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3226. Well, now in regard to thrip. How do
deal with this particular pest 1-The principal
of course, is to keep the. orchard clean,
but many growers allow dtbl'iS and dead leaves
to accumulate. The insects hybernate in these,
and t,hell in the summer they hatch out. We
use as sprays benzol emulsion, tobacco sprays,
nicotine, or lime and sulphur.
3227. Are they effective in dealing with thrip?
-Yes, if used at the proper time.
3228. What do you call the proper time 1When the huds are just commencing to showwhen you 0an just see the colour of the petals.
3229. You say spraying is effective then 7-Yes.
This year the thrip came very early, as we had
a very hot day and night e'arly in the season.
If the growers had sprayed early enough-that
is as soon as they saw the buds-no doubt they
would have had a fairly good crop this year.
3230. Was your attention called to the thrip
early in the past season ~-No, not until some
time after the damage had been done:
3231. Were the growers aware of the fact that
they could use this emulsion 7-Yes. Pamphlets
are issued by the Department, and they contain
full particulars as to the different sprays to be
used for thrip and other pests.
3.232. And you pointed out that these would
be effective if applied in the proper way amI
time 1-Yes, and we gave full descriptions of the
treatment.
3233. We have had evidence that almost the
whole of the apple crop has been a failure owing
to the thrip. Men who expected 3,000 or 4,00u
cases of apples will only have 300 or 4001-1
know it has been a very bad season, but we 1m·
an exceptionally hot north wind one day early
iu the beginning of the season, and this seemed
to hatch all the thrips ont in one day.
3234. We have been told by growers that there
is no effective method of dealing with thrip, and
t·hat sprays have no effect upon them ?-That is
not correct. - We have sprayed pota.toes in the
Lancefield and Romsey districts, and splendid
Charles French, sworn and examined.
crops were secured.
3216. By the Chipirnwn.-Wha.t are you 13235. But are not potatoes different to fruit ~-
Government Ent.omologist in the Agricultural De-. The potato' plant is very tender, and the thri,
partment.
attack the tenderest plant!!.
3217. How long have you been in the service 1
3236. The growers say that they could easily get
them off the trees, but that the question is to
-About;. ~,6 years.
3218. Do you hold any degrees or diplomas·1- keep them from the flowers ?-That is the trouble,
No, I have only practical experience.
they work right into the centre of the flowers.
3219. Would you prefer to make a statement
:>237. Do .the frui~-growers know generally the
in regard to the diseases generally which affect I;l11S spray IS effectIve ?-I should think so, fl.S
orchards, or would you prefer ·to answer ques- these pamphlets have Been sent out broadcast.
tions ~-I will be pleased to answer any questions
3238. It seems very evident that they have no/;
put to me.
•
read these pamphlets 1-Perhaps not, but we ha~
3220. Do you know the diseases which affect . sent oilt hundreds.
This matter has aJso been
our orchards to-day 1-Yes.
published in the Journal of Agriculture.
3221. We have a list here which mentions about
3239. Then the statement that there is no
70 diseases.
Can you say if there are many remedy is incorrect 7-Yes, but th!3 treatment must
more ~-There are hundreds of orchard diseases. be applied at the proper time.
3222. In what way do you endeavour to carry
3240. Is [his treatment effective in any season
out your duties in the Department 1-1 am really if applied at the proper time 7-Ye8.
the advising officer to the Department in regard
3241. It does not depend upon the weathed-to orchard pests. I suggest various remedies or No.
methods of eradication.
3242. By Mr'. Warde.-Should this spray be
3223. In what way do you give that advice T~ used regularly, no matfier what the season, as E.I
In reply to various growers who make inquiries preventative 1-Y 68.
from> the Departrnent, or who send in specimens,
3243. By· the Chairman.-You say that after
and ask for the best treatment in the way of a the bud has formed, and the flowers are ShOWlllg,
remedy. This is particularly in regard to sprays this pest can be dealt with effectively 7-Yes, by
-their ingredients and cost,O&&,
the benzol ~mulsion, a,s the smell acts as a de3224. Do you go out to inspect orchards as terrent to keep the thrips away:
well 1-Yes, occasionally, if a new pest is re3244. Will it kill thrips that are in the flowers 7
ported by the orchard supervisors.
-Yes, if it can reach them, but the trouble is
3225. Does this occur frequently 1-0nly occa- that you cannot. reach the centre of the flower,
f
sionally.
and the thrip get right into the calyx.
they wear out after six or eight months. Some
householders use a new ring and the old ring at
the same time.
.
3208. Is there no means of preserving the rubber ~-No; I think it is the acids in the fruit
which destroy it.
3209. Then you say they are of no use more
than once 1-No.
3210. By the Chairrnan.~Has there been any
increase lately in the price of these rubber rings ~
-It is some time since I bought any, but as they
are imported from Germany I believe it is quite
possible.
3211. But we get rubber from many other
places besides Germany ~-Yes. I believe there
are locally made· rubber rings on the market.
3212. It seems to me that the quality of the.
rubber has deteriorated very greatly of late. It
seems to be a composition with very little rubber
in it 1-1 do not think pure rubber would answer
our purpose at all. In these cans we use a patent
rubber solution to protect the contents during
climatic changes. This is put in the raised rims
in a liquid form to counteract changes o,f temperature.
32W. Can you give us the name of the grower
who packed these samples of fruit that you have
exhibited here this morning1-A Mr. Gawler, of
Croydon. This is the first time that he has done
any packing-that is this year.
3214. Do you have many applications for plants
in connexion with packing ~-\Ve have only been
in existence for two years, but a good deal of in·
terest is being taken in this department lately.
3215. Is the business growlng1-Yes, it. is extending, and I think the growers now know u.s
pretty well. Of course, we should have done
much better this season if it had not been such a
disastrous one.
The 'w'itness withdrew.

Chn.rles French.
4th Marcll. 1915.
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3245. Therefore, there is no effective means ,'f
dealing with the pest when it gets to that stage ~
-No.
3246, But you say there is an effective remedy
if applied at the right time?-Yes.
3247. Now, in connexion with codlin mothis that easily dealt with1-Yes.
3248. In what way?-By spraying with arsenate
of lead. This has given excellent results all over
Vi()toria..
3249. What about the~ sulphur ·and lime 1-W ()
do not use that for codlin moth, but for San Jose
and other scale insects.
3250. Are there any other methods of treatment for codlin moth '/-The arsenate of lead is
by far the best spray for codlin moth.
3251: We have been told it is almost magical
in its effects. Is that so ?-Yes.
3252. Is it effective for other diseases', such as
black spot ?;-No, that is a fungus disease.
3253. Are there any other diseases that you
have to deal with 1-Tbere. are scale pests. .

done1-Yes, there was one very hot night £01-.
lowed by a hot. day, which seemed to ;h!t:tch the
thrip out.
.
3272. Does the Journal of AgrZ:cuitmc reach
the fruit-growers1-Yes.
.
3273. What is the price?-Threepence per copy.
'3274. Have you many subscribers1:--I have no
idea, but the Department can supply that information. [Since 8t~pj}lied, 8,500].
.
3275. At any rate, you say these articles appeared' in the Journal, and were also issued as
pamphlets 1-Yes.
.
3276. How long is it since they appeared first?
-Three or four years ago.
3277. Then that allowed ample time for the
growers to have some knowledge of them ?-Yes.
3278. And you say circulars have been issued
since then 1-Yes.
3279. How did you distribute the palllphiets 1When a person sends in specimens of twigs or
leaves which have been attacked by some pest, J
enclose one of these pamphlets with the article
on the various pests marked plainly, especially the
3254. How do you deal with those 1-By spray- article 'on thrip~
.
ing with red oil; this has given excellent results
3280. Are these I)amphlets available for the
as an emulsion.
growers at any time, .or do they only reach them
3255. In regard to these remedies that you say when they make inquiries about diseases 1-They
can be applied a~ preventatives; can they be used are only sent in answer to inquiries.
3281. And tbat is how you circulate these pamwithout much trouble to the growed-Yes, theIr
application is very simple.
phlets 7--Yes, they are sent to anyone who writes
3256. Is the quality of the article supplied for assistance.
3282. Could anybody reading these pamphlets
assured to the growers ?-Yes.
3257. ,By the Department ?-There are several apply these remedies without any great expense ~
brands of these articles on the market, and they -Yes.
are all much used.
.
3283. Do you send them free of cost,?-Yes.
3258. Does not the quality of arsenate, of lead
3284. Then the growers to some extent are
vary considerably?-Yes.
responsible for neglecting this information 13259. Does your Department recommend which That is so.
is the best form to use?-We make no special re3285. And they have paid pretty expensively
commendation.
for their neglect 1-Yes.
3260. Do not you think it would be wise to
3286. By lIfr. lIfitchell.-Do you think the exrecommend ;themost reliable 'brand ?-Wa would periance of the growers this season will teach them
have' all sorts of trouble with the other manu- to adopt this preventative 1-1 have no doubt that
facture~s if we recommended one brand.
In future they will spray early.
3287. Do you know of any cases where growers
3261. Seeing that you make the manufacturers
have had repeated losses through thrip 1-1:\0.
of manure answerable for their article, do no
you think the Sallle should apply to manufac3288. By the Chairman.-It seems highly
t.urers of these preventative remedies ?-Yes.
probable that there will not be a repetition of
3262. You think that would be a reasonable this neglect 1-0£ course, this has been one of
thing 1:'-'"Yes.
the worst years ever experienced owing to th~ dry
3263. Do not you think that would be an effec· winter and the dry s~ason generally.
3289. By Jlr. Warde.-It seems to me that the
tive way of ensuring that the remedy applied
would effect its purpose ?-.Yes.
growers are not .very much to blame, as they
3264. We have been told that in many cases ~ust get their knowledge by experience ~-That
the inferior article used has failed to give re- IS so.
sults·?-That is so.
3290. By the Chairrnan.-':"You say that codlin
"3265. Therefore, it would be as well to se~ that.' moth is easily controlled ?-Yes.
the remedy is true to name ?-Yes.
3291. And that spraying should take place
3266. Have you visited any of the orchards this regularly at an ear-Iy stage as a prevention against
season where the. thrip has completely spoiled the thrip Y-Yes.
.
3292. Should spraying for codEn moth and
crop 7-No, but I have been ill orchards' which
were se¥erely damaged.
I visited the Toomuc thrip be continued regularly in the orchards 1Valley orchard at Pakenham, and also some Yes.
orchards in the Croydon disti:ict.
3293. Although there may be no appearance
3267. Did you explain to the 'growers what they of the disease ~-Yes.
should have d'Olle in such cases1-Yes.
3294. Would this be expensiveY-It costs 3s.
3268. Ought they not to have known that 00- an acre to spray with benzol emulsion.
3295. Is that for labour and niateriaI1-That·
fore
as practical men they should have
known.
is the cost of the spraying materiaL It costs 48.
-3269. You say it had been published in the an acre to spray with arsenate of lead.
JOt~rnal of A.griculture?-Yes.
3296. How long qoeSi it t.ake to spray an acre
3270. By Mr. MitcheU.-What expl:anation did with either of those mixtures 1-It would only
they give for not 'having taken preventative. mea- take a few hours.
sures 1-They did not expect this hot day 80 early
3297. Therefore, the cost would be almost immateriaI1-Yes, perhaps a id. per .tree for main the season.
3271. By the Chaij·man.-You say the thrip terial for one spraying with arsenate of lead, and
came in one night, and next day the damage was about the same with benzol emulsion.

